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Stream morphology and sediment were studied to assess the efifectiveness o f restoration activities in 
improving stream condition in the lower three miles o f Ninemile Creek located northwest o f Huson, 
Montana in Missoula County, T. 15 N., R.22 W. Baseline data was collected in 1990 and monitoring 
o f rehabilitation work started in 1991 continuing through 1995. Suspended sediment, discharge, 
channel measurements, Wolman pebble counts, and a Riffle Stability Index were measured at two 
sites. Results o f total suspended sediment analysis showed httle change during the study period. 
Channel morphology measuremaits collected in 1995 indicated that the upper study reach was a C4 
Rosgen channel type with a high width/depth ratio. The lower stu(^ reach was classified as a C4 
channel type in poor condition. The channel within the study area was noted as having small reaches 
diat were classified as D4 channel type. Riffle Stability and Wolman pebble counts collected in 1995 
and 1996 indicate the upper stu(fy site bed particle size is increasing, while the lower study site is 
accumulating fine sediment and is aggrading. Macroinvertebrate studies collected fi*om 1990 through 
1993 by the State o f Montana corroborate these findings. Suspended sediment data collected fi’om 
1990 through 1995 showed no discernible change in fine sediments in die study reach as a result o f 
restoration work. The study indicates that Ninemile Creek within die study area is in poor condition 
and restoration work performed by the National Resource Conservation Service may have reduced 
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Sediment can affect water quality and degrade aquatic ecosystems. A report by
World Resources Institute (1988) stated that sediment accounts for 47 percent of non-point 
source pollution in impacted rivers in the United States. Resource extraction, urban runoff, 
development, and silviculture are the primary sources of sediment pollution. Sedimentation 
can deteriorate spawning gravels, alter riparian vegetation and channel form, and degrade 
agricultural lands (Sidle 1990; DeBano & Schmidt, 1990).





Figure 1. Location of study
Ninemile Creek, a major tributary to the Clark Fork River, is located in the 
northwestern comer of Missoula County (Figure 1), and has been documented as a critical 
spawning stream for trout. Fish tagging studies by the Montana Department of Fish, 
Wildlife, and Parks indicate trout from as far as SO miles downstream use Ninemile Creek 
for spawning (Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989).
The reduction in water quality, fish habitat, and land loss in the lowermost three- 
mile reach of Ninemile Creek is a source of concern to the public, landowners, and agencies 
at all levels of government. To address these concerns, the Natural Resource Conservation 
Service, in cooperation with a variety of State and Federal agencies % conducted a study of 
Ninemile Creek. The primary area of concern identified from the study was the lowermost 
three miles. Streambank erosion, headward cutting, and mass rotational slumping were 
identified as the three primary sediment sources in the lower three miles of the stream.
Following identification of sediment sources, a plan was developed to stabilize 
eroding banks (Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989). In 1991 and 1992, the NRCS 
and the Missoula County Conservation District rip-rapped two segments of the reach that 
were identified as major sources of sediment and installed rock jetties in an area that was 
experiencing streambank erosion.
The purpose of this study was to determine if rehabilitation on the identified problem 
areas in the study area had significantly improved the entire study reach. To determine if the 
rehabilitation improved the quality of the reach, two monitoring sites were established. One
aad Federal ^eocies invtjved ia this study included the USDA Forest Service; Natural Resource Coasetvaboa Service; Agrkultucal Stabili/atmn and 
CoDservaticm Service; Montana Department o f Natural Resources -Conservatkwi Districts Bureau; Montana Department o f Bivironmental Sckuces-Water 
Quality Bureau; Montana Department o f  Fish, Wildlife and Parks; Montana State University Cooperative Extension Service-Missoula County
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site was located above the study area and another site at the bottom of the study area 
(Enclosure 1). Suspended sediment samples, discharge, channel morphology measurements, 
and Riffle Stability Indices were measured at both sites. The collected data were analyzed 
and conclusions reached based on the analysis results.
STUDY AREA:
The study area, located in the Ninemile Valley in western Montana, starts at the 
mouth of Ninemile Creek in sec 28, T. 15N, R. 22 W. and continues up stream to the old 
USGS gauging station located near the center of the NW ? sec. 17, T. 15 N , R. 22 W (Figure 
1 ). The study area is approximately 2.8 miles long. Ninemile Creek is approximately 28 
miles long with 40 tributaries and drains into the Clark Fork River near Alberton, Montana. 
The drainage area is 185 square miles (Figure 1). Maximum recorded flow is 1700 cubic 
feet per second and the minimum flow ranges from 12-15 cubic feet per second Annual 
average runoff is 96,313 acre feet. The climate of the area is semi-arid, with moderately dry 
summers and wet winters. The average frost free season is 90 to 100 days with an annual 
precipitation of approximately 38 inches (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1977).
Vegetation in the valley is mostly conifers on the slopes with riparian vegetation and trees 
along the stream corridor. Climatological data is available from the USDA Forest Service 
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Hydrological data is taken from 
USGS Water Data Reports (1973 throu^ 1983). Soil surveys, timber harvest history, and 
aerial photos (1934,1958,1964,1982,1989, & 1990) are from the USDA Forest Service, 
Lolo National Forest. Aquatic macroinvertebrate and habitat surveys for 1990,1991,1992,
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and 1993 are available from the Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
(McGuire, 1995).
HISTORICAL DATA:
During this century, Ninemile Creek has been significantly altered through road
building, logging, mining, and agricultural activities. Fine sediment associated with those 
activities has reduced the fishery in the creek and on an estimated 80-mile stretch of the 
Clark Fork (Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989).
Ninemile Creek and its tributaries have been placer and hard rock mined since gold 
was first discovered in 1874. The upper portion of Ninemile and several of the tributaries 
have been dredged and straightened significantly. In the late 1800’s, Western Lumber 
Company logged a large portion of the valley to supply mine timbers for the Butte mine 
(Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989). As early as 1959, fishery surveys mention 
sedimentation from mining and other human activities as contributing factors for low fish 
populations (Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989). The land surrounding the study 
area is primarily in private ownership that is used for home sites, recreation and agriculture. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY:
The geology of the Ninemile Valley has been discussed by Pardee, (1910), Alden, 
(1953), Wells, (1974), Geldon (1979), and Harrison et al, (1986). The Ninemile Valley is an 
extension of the Missoula-Ninemile Valley (Barkley 1986). It is bounded on the south by 
the Ninemile Divide and on the north by the Reservation Divide. Hills rising to an elevation 
of 3700 feet break the valley floor between Ninemile Creek and Sixmile Creek. The valley
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floor has an average elevation of 3000 feet and an average width of 3960 feet. Low flat 
topped hills flank the valley floor on both sides. These hills are fairly narrow on the 
southwest side of the valley but on the northeast side, they form a broad belt in the lower 
valley which narrows and ultimately terminates toward the north (Barkley, 1986).
C H A P T E R  I I  
GEOLOGY
GEOLOGIC HISTORY;
The surface sediments in the study area are underlain by bedrock from Precambrian 
to Tertiary age. Thickness of sediment in the Ninemile Valley varies from a few feet to 
2,000 feet (Wells, 1974; Barkley, 1986). Enclosure 2 is a simplified geologic map of the 
study area based on Harrison, Griggs and Wells (1986) geologic map of the Wallace 
Quadrangle, Montana and Idaho.
Early Tertiary tensional faulting created the down dropped Ninemile Valley basin 
and Tertiary sediments were deposited in the basin. Movement and rotation along the 
Ninemile Fault Zone during the Tertiary resulted in northward tilting of Tertiary sediments 
(Wells, 1974; Harrison et al, 1986).
The Tertiary sediments in the Ninemile Valley can be divided into three units: ( 1 ) 
an unnamed formation; (2) the Renova Formation; and (3) the Six Mile Creek Formation.
The unnamed formation is characterized by fanglomerates which Fields (1980) interpreted as 
“alluvial fans deposited by streams flowing over fault scarps.”
The Renova Formation was deposited during Late Oligocene to Early Miocene times 
during a dry climate period (Thompson et a l, 1982; Alt, pers. comm., 1998). The Renova 
Formation is comprised of an assortment of gravel, sand, mud, volcanic ash, limestone and 
coal. The formation can be recognized by its tendency to consist dominantly of pale gray and
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tan rocks that are mostly sand and silt (Kuenzi and Fields, 1971; Fields et al., 1985). The 
Renova Formation also contains beds of limestone and coal seams. The limestone probably 
formed in shallow lakes while the coal seams formed from deposits of peat laid down in 
marshes (Thompson et al., 1982). Following the diy period when the Renova formed, the 
chmatic conditions changed drastically. During the Middle Miocene, a wet tropical climate 
prevailed, as suggested by a layer of red lateritic soil which lies on top of the Renova and 
has the same chemical and mineral composition as modem lateritic soils (Thompson et al., 
1982; Alt and Hyndman, 1991)
Sometime during Late Miocene or early Pliocene, the climate again changed to a 
much dryer regime. Reduced ice in Antarctica, high global sea levels, pollen, and stable 
isotopic data suggest the climate during this period was arid (Willard et al, 1993; Smith et 
a l, 1993). Sediment deposited during this period consists of large coarse gravels belonging 
to the Six Mile Creek Formation. The Six Mile Creek is distinguished from the Renova 
Formation by a color change to brown and dark orange (Kuenzi and Fields, 1971). Stream 
channels cut through the Tertiary sediments were later filled by Quaternary sediments 
(Wells, 1974; Harrison et al., 1986).
The formation of Glacial Lake Missoula resulted in the deposition of lacustrine 
sediments that are exposed in the lower Ninemile valley (Alden, 1953). The episodic 
draining and filling of Glacial Lake Missoula has resulted in interbedding of glacial and 
lacustrine deposits (Waitt, 1980; 1984; Atwater, 1984). Quaternary sediments range in 
thickness from 100 to 150 feet. Glacial Lake Missoula sediments are found within the study
area below 3,200 feet. Clay samples of lacustrine clay and stream bottom sediments 
collected in 1989, were analyzed by the National Soil Survey Laboratory. Results showed 
that the samples were approximately 15% Smectite, 35% Kaolinite, 45% Mica, and 5% 
Quartz, Natural Resource Conservation Service, 1989).
STRUCTURE:
The Ninemile valley is comprised of two distinct geological units, a down-dropped 
block and an up-thrown block. The down-dropped block is bounded on the northeast by the 
Ninemile Fault Zone and along the southwestern margin by an unnamed fault whose trace is 
not well exposed. The up-thrown block along the southwestern margin of the valley has 
been extensively deformed (Harrison et al, 1986). The basin formed by the down-dropped 
block is filled with Tertiary valley-filled sediments of the Renova and Sixmile formations, 
which are capped by Quaternary alluvium and overlapped by lacustrine sediments. The bulk 
of the lacustrine sediments are basinal varved clays and silts.
Ninemile Creek lies on the upthrown block and runs roughly parallel to the trend of a 




In order to most effectively study sedimentation of the lower three mile reach of 
Ninemile Creek, two study sites were utilized. One site was established above the study area 
and the other site was located below the study area (Enclosure 1). Both sites were monitored 
and sampled, and the data from the two sites compared to determine if any change in channel 
type, total suspended sediment load, or particle size was occurring in the study area.
The upper study site was located at United States Geological Survey, (USGS), 
gauging station which the Forest Service reactivated in 1989. Flow data has been collected 
from March through September since 1989. Flow data is available at this site from the 
U.S.G.S for water years 1973 through 1982. The lower study site was established at the 
mouth of Ninemile Creek in 1989. Baseline sediment and flow data was collected in 1990 at 
both monitoring sites. For purposes of identification, the upper site was identified as 160410 
and the lower site as 160409, as related to the Lolo National Forest Ranger District where 
the sites are located. The natural morphology of the stream was re-constructed using 
available geologic and hydrologie information. Aerial photos of the field area, dating back to 
1934, were used to analyze changes to the stream caused by geomorphology, human activity,
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and fluvial processes. The following sections describe the specific méthodologie approaches 
used in this study.
DISCHARGE:
A Marsh-McBimey velocity meter was used to determine weekly field discharge 
measurements when the stream was wadeable. A staff gage reading was taken at site160410 
whenever a field discharge was taken. A stage/discharge relationship was developed from 
this data. Average daily stage at site 160410 was determined using a Stevens A-35 stage 
recorder. Final discharge was estimated at the lower site. Estimation of flow was deemed 
acceptable based on work by Waananen and Crippen (1977). Waananen and Crippen 
(1977), studied annual peak flows of more than 700 streamflow stations in California and 
state the following: “If a gage station is nearby and drainage area difference is small and a 
relatively long period of record is available, use the gauged data directly.” In the case of 
Ninemile, drainage area difference is less than 8% and a sixteen year period of record exists. 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT:
Suspended sediment was collected at both sites using automated sediment samplers 
and a DH-48 depth integrated sampler. Suspended sediment samples have been taken daily 
at the two sites since 1990 from March through September, and a depth integrated sample 
has been taken weekly when possible. Suspended sediment and flow collected in 1990 was 
used for baseline data. Collected field data was used to determine sediment load in pounds 
per day, tons per day and sediment yield in pounds per day per square mile of drainage area. 
This information along with the field data is found in appendices A and B
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CHANNEL GEOMETRY MEASUREMENTS:
Channel geometry and survey techniques were calculated using methods outlined by 
Leopold, (1994). Bankfull discharge, belt width, bankfull width, flood prone area, 
width/depth ratio, sinuosity, entrenchment ratio and stream gradient were determined as 
described below.
BankfiiU Discharge:
Bankfull discharge is defined as the incipient elevation on the bank where flooding 
begins (Rosgen, 1996). This definition applies primarily to stream types that have an 
observable floodplain feature, such as Ninemile Creek. The most widely accepted definition 
of bankfull discharge is fi'om Dunne and Leopold (1978). The definition states:
“The bankfull stage corresponds to the discharge at which channel maintenance is the most 
effective.” While large erosion events and downcutting can occur during large flood events, 
it is the bankfiill flow and other moderate flow events that transport the greatest quantity of 
sediment material over time, due to the higher fi-equency of occurrence of these smaller 
events (Wolman and Miller, 1960).
The elevation or stage of bankfull discharge is very important in describing the 
morphology of the stream. Interpretation of the interrelationships between channel 
dimension, pattern and profile depend on the correct identification of bankfull elevation and 
its associated discharge (Leopold, 1994; Rosgen, 1996). To determine bankfull elevation at 
Ninemile Creek several indicators were used. Indicators included:
1. Identifying the elevation of incipient flooding on the floodplain.
2. Observing the elevation associated with the top of the highest depositional feature. In 
Ninemile the highest depositional features were point bars and mid channel bars in the
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active channel. Leopold (1994), observed that the top of the point bar is at the level of 
the floodplain because floodplains generally result from extension of point bars as 
channels move laterally by erosion and deposition through time. This indicator worked 
very well in Ninemile.
3. The other indicator used in locating bankfull in Ninemile Creek was to locate a 
topographical break at bankfull. In many streams, there is a slope change at bankfull 
height
Belt Width:
Belt width is determined by measuring the horizontal width from the outside of one meander 





Bend Length = 1/2 Channel Distance A - B
Figure 2 Diagram showing Belt Width measurement.
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Bankfull Width:
Bankfull width is the width of a stream at bankfull discharge.
Flood Prone Area:
Flood prone area is defined as the width measured at an elevation twice the 
maximum bankfull depth.
Width/Depth Ratio:
Width/depth ratios describe the dimension and shape factor of the stream as the ratio 
of bankfull channel width to bankfull mean depth. Width/depth ratio is the most sensitive 
and positive indicator of trends in channel instability. The width/depth ratio provides a rapid 
visual assessment of channel stability (Rosgen, 1996).
Sinuosity:
Sinuosity is a ratio of stream length divided by valley length.
Entrenchment Ratio:
Entrenchment describes the degree of vertical containment of the stream and the 
degree to which it is incised in the valley floor (Leopold, 1994). Entrenchment ratio is a 
computed index value determined by dividing the width of the flood prone area by the 
bankfull width of the stream. It is an important element in determining the relationship 
between the stream and landform features.
Stream Gradient:
Stream gradient or slope is the slope of the water surface over a length of the channel. 
Slope in Ninemile was measured over a 400 foot length of channel. Slope of the water
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surface is significant because it is a major determinant of river channel morphology, and of 
the related sediment, hydraulic, and biological functions (Rosgen, 1996).
WOLMAN PEBBLE COUNT METHODOLOGY:
The composition of bed material in the study area was determined using the Wolman 
Pebble Count Method (Wolman, 1954). The size distribution of bed material is an important 
factor in stream behavior. The Wolman Pebble Count is an efficient technique used to 
document the size distribution of the substrate and has been proven to be effective in helping 
assess fine sediments and watershed cumulative effects (Potyondy and Hardy, 1994;
Bevenger and King, 1995).
Procedure:
A particle size distribution was obtained using a sample size greater than 100. 
Transects at the upper, middle, and bottom of a riffle were paced across the channel from 
bankfull to bankfull to obtain a sample size of 100 particles. Sampling points were taken by 
walking heel to toe and measuring the first particle at the toe end of the boot. Size of the 
particle was determined by measuring the diameter of the particle at the intermediate axis 
(Figure 3). The samples are placed into size classes and the cumulative percent finer is 
calculated for each size class. Counts were done at both monitoring sites in September 1995 
and 1996.
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Figure 3 Drawing showing intermediate axis on a pebble
STREAM CLASSIFICATION:
Classification of the stream was determined using the Rosgen Classification System (Rosgen, 199̂  
characteristic, and to provide consistent and reproducible technical communication system 
that can be used for the study of stream hydrology. Rosgeris classification system divides 
streams into broad stream types. At the landscape level, (Figure 4), the system classifies 
streams firom headwaters to lowlands with stream types fi'om A to G. Using this system, 
stream types are divided as follows: A—headwaters; B—intermediate; C&E— 
meandering; D—braided; F—entrenched; G—gully. Rosgen breaks stream type into 
subtypes based on slope ranges and dominant channel material particle sizes (Figure 5),
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(Rosgen, 1996). Subtypes are assigned numbers corresponding to the median particle 
diameter of channel materials: 1 = bedrock, 2 -  boulder, 3 = cobble, 4 = gravel, 5 ~ sand, 6 
= silt/clay. Combining stream types and subtypes produces 42 major stream types.
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RIFFLE STABILITY INDEX:
Riffle Stability Index (Kappesser, 1993) is a method that is used to determine the 
degree of aggradation, degradation, or dynamic equilibrium of gravel and cobble stream 
channels. It requires a set of measured field data which includes the particle size distribution 
of riffle material (Wolman Pebble Count) and a particle sample fî om a fi*esh depositional 
feature. The largest commonly occurring size of particle that will be moved by the force 
created at fi-equent flood events is compared with the cumulative particle size distribution of 
bed material on the riffle to determine the size class percentile of riffle material moving at 
channel forming flows (Kappesser, 1993). This information has three applications:
It provides a quantitative determination of the existing balance of water and sediment in the 
stream channel.
It is a cumulative effects tool. The existing channel stability is the reflection of all past and 
present activities above the point of measurement.
It is a monitoring tool which allows land managers to detect changes in channel stability over 
time. These changes can be linked to hillslope processes (cause) and to changes in fish 
habitat components such as residual pool volume (effect).
Procedure:
On a fresh bar or depositional area in close proximity to the riffle on which the 
pebble count was conducted, 30 of the largest dominant particles were measured. Each 
particle was measured at the intermediate axis to the nearest millimeter and recorded.
Particle shape is not considered in this procedure. The recorded information was then used
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to calculate an average geometric mean particle size. This size was used as an estimate of 
the largest common size of bedload transported in the channel at channel forming flows.
The geometric mean particle size of the dominant large particles on the bar is compared to 
the cumulative particle size distribution of the riffle material as determined by the Wolman 
Pebble counts. For example, if the dominant large particle size was estimated to be 43 
millimeters and 65% of the Wolman particle size were 43 millimeters or smaller the 
resulting Riffle Stability Index number would be 65. It is the size class particle that becomes 
an index of stability (Kappesser, 1993). Index numbers can range from less than 50 to 100. 
An index number of 50 is representative of a stable riffle in an alluvial channel while an 
index number of 100 would indicate a totally aggraded riffle. Kappesser (1993) indicated 
that index numbers between 70 and 90 would indicate a watershed that is approaching a 
geomorphic threshold, while index numbers above 90 show a watershed that is out of 
equilibrium. Watersheds with index numbers less than 50 can indicate a channel that is 
downcutting or degrading. Riffle Stability Indexes were done at both sites in 1995 and 1996.
CHANNEL CROSS-SECTIONS;
Permanent channel cross-sections were established at each study site. The sites were 
measured each year during low flows from 1993 through 1996 using a rod and level. Cross- 
sections were graphed and compared to see if changes in the shape of the channel had 
occurred during the year.
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AERIAL PHOTOS;
Aerial photos of the study area were obtained from the Forest Service and National 
Resource Conservation Service. Photos from 1934,1958,1964,1982,1989, and 1990 were 
studied and compared. Aerial photos were used to measure sinuosity and provide a cursory 
channel classification, determine unstable areas, develop an overview of the geomorphology 
of the area and look at changes in the channel over time. Aerial photos are also invaluable in 
planning restoration work. The aerial photos are on file at the Lolo National Forest 
Supervisors Office in Missoula, Montana.
LABORATORY METHODS:
Laboratory methods were based on Water Quality Monitoring Field and Laboratory 
Procedures (1990) used by the Lolo National Forest. Suspended sediment totals were 
determined using the following procedure:
• 45 micron filters were pre-washed with a 100 ml of distilled water using a vacuum 
system.
• Filters were dried in an oven at 105 degrees Celsius for one hour and then desiccated for 
fifteen minutes. Filters were then weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gram.
• A well mixed 350 ml sample was filtered through the vacuum system using the pre­
washed filter. 50 ml of distilled water was used to rinse any residue left in the crucible.
• Filters were dried at 105 degrees Celsius and desiccated for 15 min. Filters were weighed 
to the nearest 0.0001 gram.
• Suspended sediment was calculated in mg/1.
Quality control checks for lab procedures were conducted at least twice during each 
monitoring season using quality control samples with EPA reference values. All quality
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control checks were within the acceptable range of EPA reference values. Acceptable range 
was ± 10% of reference values.
Stage-discharge relationships were developed to convert stage readings to mean daily 
discharge. Discharge for winter periods was not recorded and not used in this study because 
of the difficulty of maintaining the station and the danger involved in wading in a frozen 
stream.
Extrapolation and interpolation are often used to determine suspended sediment 
concentrations (Wailing and Webb, 1981). Sampling data was examined and discarded if lab 
or field errors were found. In cases where the automated samplers broke down, suspended 
sediment amounts were extrapolated using previous years data that had similar timing and 
discharges.
Automated samplers take samples at a single fixed point and do not represent a true 
cross-sectional sample (Guy, 1970; Thomas, 1991). An experiment using an artificial 
sediment and water mix was performed to determine sampling variability between an 
automated fixed point sediment sampler and a depth integrated hand sampler which was 
used during the study to take cross-sectional samples. In order to determine the difference 
between a depth integrated sample and a fixed point sample, simultaneous fixed point and 
depth integrated samples were taken. The depth integrated samples were taken by sampling 
the entire water column rather than a single point in the water column.
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Test Procedure and Statistical Results for Experiment:
A least squares regression was used to determine the relationship between the fixed 
and cross-sectional samples. A t-test using paired two sample means was calculated using 
statistical computer software for both sets of samples. Both sampling procedures produced a 
mean with a standard error (2a) of less than 10%. The t-test and standard error indicated no 
significant difference between the two sampling procedures (Moore and McCabe, 1989).
Procedure:
• A five gallon bucket was washed out and filled with 16 liters of water.
• 48 mg. of Missoula Valley clay was weighed out.
• The clay was ground up and thoroughly mixed in the water to obtain a 3 mg/1 
concentration.
• An Isco automated sediment sampler was used to take twenty 300 ml. samples. Twenty 
depth integrated samples were taken during the same time period from the concentration.
• Forty Millipore AP40 047 05 filters were washed using a 100 ml. rinse of distilled water 
per filter. Filters were dried in an oven at 105 “ centigrade for ninety minutes. After 
drying, filters were placed in a desiccator for fifteen minutes. The filters were then 
weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gram.
The 300 ml. samples were suctioned through the weighed filters and placed in a 
drying oven at 105 ° centigrade for ninety minutes. The filters were then desiccated for 
fifteen minutes and re-weighed.
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Results and Statistical Analysis of Experiment:
A t-Test using paired two-sampled means, standard deviation, mean, minimum, 
maximum, median, standard error, and variance was calculated using a statistical computer 




Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
t -0.55
p(T<=t) one tail 030
p(T<=t) two tail 0.59
TABLE 1
Measurement Isco Samnles Denth Integrated Samnles





Standard Error 0.18 0.28
Variance 0.68 1.59
Confidence Level 0.95 0.95
Table 1 Stadsdcal results from experimental test and sample data.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS
Riffle Stability Index and Wolman Pebble Counts;
Wolman Pebble Count and RSI data collected at the lower sampling site in 1995 and 
1996 indicate a reach that is aggrading. Figure 6 is taken from Kappesser (1993), it 
demonstrates riffle particle size distribution for a stream that is aggrading, in equilibrium, 
and degrading.











Grain Size In Millimeters
Figure 6 Riffle particle size distribution for Aggradation, Equilibrium , and Degradation 
(Kappesser, 1993).
Figure 7 shows riffle particle size distribution at the lower sampling site for 1995 and 
1996 versus Kappesser’s data. Based on Kappesser’s (1993) stream sedimentation
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designations. Figure 7 indicates the stream reach at the lower monitoring site is aggrading. In 
1996, stream aggradation increased over 1995. The steepness of the curve between 2mm and 
32mm indicates a large percentage of sediment in the reach is in this size class. The D50 
particle size decreased from 18mm in 1995 to 6.5 mm in 1996. This is a significant decrease 
in particle size and an indication that finer sediment is building up within the lower 
monitoring site area.
Riffle Particle S ize  Distribution 
Site 160409 v s  K a p p esser  A ggradation, Equilibrium, D egradation
100
u.
100 1000 100001 10
>1995
G rain S ize  in M illim eters 
•1996 —* " A g g ra d in g  —f —Equilibrium  -O -D e g ra d a t io n
Figure 7 Rifile size distribution of the lower study site compared to Kappesser’s distribution.
Figure 8 is a graph of cumulative size distribution at the upper monitoring site 
compared to Kappessers stream sedimentation designations. Note the shift in the curve to a 
larger mean grain size from 1995 to 1996. The curves when compared with Kappesser’s 
(1993) stream sedimentation designations indicate this reach has started to move towards a
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degrading reach. The shift towards a degrading reach may be a first indicator that the 
channel is degrading and may start to downcut in the future.
Riffle Particle S ize  D istribution 
S tu d y  Site 160410 vs K a p p e sse rs  A ggrada tion , Equilibrium , D egradation
100
Grain Size in Millimeters
10000
■ 1995-Site 410 ■ 1996-Site 410 Aggradation Equilibrium —(^Degradation
Figure 8 Ri£Qe size distribution of the upper study site compared to Kappesser’s Distribution
The RSI numbers for 1995 and 1996 at each site are listed below. Field data for each site is 
found in Appendix C.
TABLE 2
Year Sitel60409 Site 160410
1995 80 76
1996 94 62
Table 2. Riffle Stability Index numbers for upper and lower smdy sites.
Figures 9 and 10 show particle size by percent class. The lower study site (Figure 9) 
shows a marked decrease in particle size between 1995 and 1996. The decrease in particle 
size is indicative of a reach that is aggrading. The stream reach at this site is receiving large 
amounts of sediment fi”om a possible upstream source or fi*om stream bank erosion.
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The upper study site (Figure 10) showed an increase in particle size from 1995 to 1996. 
This increase is indicative of a reach that is beginning to degrade.
1 6 0 4 0 9  NINEMILE  
1995-1996 PARTICLE SIZE
4 8 16
P A R T IC LE SIZE (MM)
128 256
0 1 9 8 5 11996
Figure 9 Comparison of particle size by class in 1995 and 1996 at the lower monitoring site.
1 6 0 4 1 0  NINEMILE 
1995-1996 PARTICLE SIZE
16 32 64
P A R T I C L E  SIZE (MM)
001995 ■1996
128 256 512 1024
Figure 10 Comparison of particle size by class in 1995 and 1996 at the upper monitoring site
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Discharge and Total Suspended Sediment Results;
Daily Total Suspended Sediment, (TSS), data was collected for the sampling period 
of April through September of each year. TSS was not collected for the entire year because 
winter weather freezes the stream and adversely affects the automated sediment samplers.
A linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment comparing the upper site to 
the lower site was done. Analysis on the complete data set, the data on the falling limb of the 
hydrograph and the rising limb of the hydrograph was done for each year. The upper site 
data was used as the independent variable and the lower site data was used as the dependent 
variable. Tables 3 through 5 show the results of the linear regression analysis of total 
suspended sediment at the upper and lower sites.
The regression analysis comparing total suspended sediment at the upper site to the 
lower site (Tables 3,4 and 5), show little correlation. The analysis indicates that the 
sediment supply at the lower site is not dependent on sediment being routed through the 
upper site. The resulting conclusion is that sediment from sources within the study reach is 
being supplied from areas below the upper monitoring site. The sediment source may be the 












1990 tss upper site tss lower site 0.502 0.252 0.246 165.185 166
1991 tss upper site tss lower site 0.692 0.479 0.147 21.256 149
1992 tss upper site tss lower site 0.302 0.091 0.084 19.627 132
1993 tss upper site tss lower site 0.551 0.303 0.298 47.478 175
1994 tss upper site tss lower site 0.586 0.343 0.338 10.950 175
1995 tss upper site tss lower site N/A -0.409 -0.415 16.192 164
Table 31990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics for total suspended sediment at upper monitoring site 













1990 tss upper site tss lower site 0.596 0.356 0.349 160.380 149
1991 tss upper site tss lower site 0.641 0.411 0.402 21.504 108
1992 tss upper site tss lower site 0.604 0.365 0.341 16.719 122
1993 tss upper site tss lower site 0.330 0.109 0.102 41.605 138
1994 tss upper site tss lower site 0.539 0.291 0.285 10.359 162
1995 tss upper site tss lower site na -1.157 -1.165 7.638 123
Table 4 1990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics for total suspended sediment at upper monitoring site 














1990 tss upper site tss lower site 0.544 0.296 0.249 9.725 17
1991 tss upper site tss lower site 0.785 0.616 0.591 20.559 41
1992 tss upper site tss lower site 0,369 0.136 0.107 30.846 35
1993 tss upper site tss lower site 0.740 0.548 0.520 60.256 37
1994 tss upper site tss lower site 0.425 0.180 0.097 14.096 13
1995 tss upper site tss lower site na -0.737 -0.762 25.369 41
(160410) compared to total suspended sediment at lower site (160409) rising Hmb of die hydrograph 
To see the effect discharge has on total suspended sediment, a linear regression
analysis of discharge on the rising and falUng limbs of the hydrograph and all data collected
was compared to total suspended sediment for each year at the upper and lower sites. Table
6 through Table 8 contain hnear regression data for the upper monitoring site (160410).
The regression analysis of total suspended sediment compared to discharge for the
total yearly collected data varied with the year. Table 6 shows the results of the linear
















1990 Discharge TSS 0.567 0.321 0.316 7.599 175
1991 Discharge TSS 0.699 0.489 0.483 7.909 175
1992 Discharge TSS na -0.208 -0.216 24.921 136
1993 Discharge TSS na -0.088 -0.094 14.421 176
1994 Discharge TSS 0.483 0.233 0.227 6.0121 175
1995 Discharge TSS na -0.947 -0.953 11.399 167
Table 61990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics comparing discharge to sedima&t for upper monitoring site 
(160410) all data
Table 7 is the linear regression analysis for the falling limb of the hydrograph. 
Correlation between total suspended sediment and discharge is very low. The low 
correlation indicates that sediment input during lower and base flows is not dependent on 
discharge.
The correlation of suspended sediment to discharge on the rising limb had a definite 
correlation in 1991,1993, and 1994 (Table 8). I expected 1992 to be have a low correlation 
due to bank stabilization work done above the monitoring site that skewed the data for the 
year. However 1990 and 1995 have no correlation at all. This may be due a large amount of 














1990 Discharge TSS 0.535 0.287 0.028 7.381 158
1991 Discharge TSS 0.530 0.281 0.279 7.776 134
1992 Discharge TSS na -0.209 -0.297 24.446 126
1993 Discharge TSS na -1.684 -1.691 14.736 139
1994 Discharge TSS 0.421 0.177 0.171 5.916 162
1995 Discharge TSS na -1.157 -1.165 7.638 123
Table 71990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics comparing discharge to total suspended sediment for upper 















1990 Discharge TSS 0.241 0.058 -0.004 9.667 17
1991 Discharge TSS 0.826 0.683 0.658 8.428 41
1992 Discharge TSS na -0.250 -0.361 26.068 10
1993 Discharge TSS 0.873 0.763 0.735 12.042 37
1994 Discharge TSS 0.078 0.612 0.529 5.728 13
1995 Discharge TSS na -0.510 -0.535 5.756 41
Table 8 990-1995 Linear Idegression Staristics comparing discharge to total suspended sediment for upper
monitoring site (160410) rising limb of hydrogiaph
Tables 9 throu^ 11 display the linear regression analysis comparing the correlation
of discharge to total suspended sediment for each year at the lower monitoring site for the
entire monitoring year, falling limb, and rising limb of the hydrograph. The complete year
data, (Table 9) shows a higher correlation in 1991,1992,1993, and 1994 than the upper site.














1990 Discharge TSS na -0.053 -0.059 196.088 166
1991 Discharge TSS 0.921 0.848 0.847 11.515 149
1992 Discharge TSS 0.616 0.380 0.375 16.274 132
1993 Discharge TSS 0.819 0.672 0.669 33.138 170
1994 Discharge TSS 0.814 0.663 0.661 7.873 175
1995 Discharge TSS 0.279 0.078 0.072 13.137 164
Table 9 1990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics comparing discharge to sediment for lower monitoring site 
(160409) all data
Table 10 is the linear regression results for the lower site on the falling limb of the 
hydropgraph. The only year that shows no correlation between discharge and total 
suspended sediment is the 1990 data. The correlation between total suspended sediment and 
discharge in 1991 through 1995 indicates that suspended sediment in the system at the lower 















1990 Discharge TSS na -0.046 -0.053 206.253 146
1991 Discharge TSS 0.961 0.923 0.922 7.802 108
1992 Discharge TSS 0.594 0.352 0.347 16.765 122
1993 Discharge TSS 0.898 0.806 0.805 26.396 134
1994 Discharge TSS 0.774 0.599 0.595 7.814 162
1995 Discharge TSS 0.667 0.445 0.441 3.882 123
Table 1(11990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics comparing discharge to total suspended sec iment for lower
monitoring site (160409) falling limb of hydrograph
Table 11 displays the results of the linear regression analysis of total suspended
sediment and discharge on the rising limb of the hydrograph for each monitoring year There
appears to be a high degree of correlation between discharge and total suspended sediment
from 1991 through 1994 and to a lesser extent in 1990. The linear regression analysis for
1995 shows no correlation at all. The lack of correlation in 1995 after a high degree of
correlation in the previous four years may be due to skewed or poor data collection methods
during 1995. The high R-Square values for 1991 through 1994 indicate at the lower














1990 Discharge TSS 0.717 0.514 0.464 16.143 21
1991 Discharge TSS 0.943 0.890 0.887 13.624 42
1992 Discharge TSS 0.995 0.991 0.990 1.9578 10
1993 Discharge TSS 0.914 0.835 0.831 20.559 36
1994 Discharge TSS 0.893 0.798 0.780 7.296 ' 13
1995 Discharge TSS 0.218 0.047 0.023 19.023 41
Table 11 1990-1995 Linear Regression Statistics comparing discharge to total suspended sediment for 
lower monitoring site (160409) rising limb of hydrograph
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Figures 11 through 16 are graphic representation of the data in Table 3. The best fit 
line was calculate using the data fi'om the linear regression analysis with a 95% confidence 
interval. Error bars were calculated for a +15% error.
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1990 TOTAL SUSPENDED SEDIMENT UNE FIT PLOT COMPARING LOWER TO 






TSS (mq/l) UPPER SITE 
— Y ' ' Predicted Y
Figure 11 1990 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using all
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.








TSS (mg/I) UPPER SITE
Predicted Y
Figure 12 1991 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using all
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.
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1992 TOTAL SUSPENDED SEDIMENT LINE FIT PLOT 
r n M P A P iK i r ^  i n \A f f P  t h  i i p p f p  q i t f
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Figure 13 1992 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using aU 
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.
1993 TOTAL SUSPENDED SEDIMENT LINE FIT PLOT 





TSS (mg/l) UPPER SITE
Predicted Y
Figure 14 1993 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using all
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.
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Figure 15 1994 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using all 
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.
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Figure 16 1995 Linear regression analysis of total suspended sediment using all
monitoring season data. Upper site is independent lower site dependent variable.
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Figures 17 through 22 are graphic representations of the data in Table 11 which 
shows the correlation of sediment to discharge on the rising limb of the hydrograph at the 
lower site. The best fit line was calculated using data fi'om the linear regression analysis with 
a 95% confidence Interval. Error bars were calculated for a T15% error.
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1990 TSS vs DISCHARGE LINE PLOT® LOWER 
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Figure 17. Graph ahowing best fit line o f  T otal Suspended Sedim ent com pared to D ischaige on the rising limb 
o f  hydrograph at the lower site.
1991 TSS vs  DISCHARGE LINE PLOT @ LOWER SITE, 








FigureiS. Graph show ing best fit Une o f  T otal Suspended Sedim ent com pared to Discharge on the rising Umb 
o f  bydrograph at the lower site.
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Figure 19. Graph show ing best fit line o f  T otal Suspended Sedim ent com pared to D ischarge on the rising limi 










1993 TSS vs DISCHARGE LINE PLOT @ LOWER SITE, 
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Figure 20. Graph show ing best fit line o f  T otal Suspended Sedim ent com pared to D ischarge on the rising lim 
o f  hydrograph at the lower site.
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1994 TSS vs DISCHARGE LINE PLOT @ LOWER SITE, 
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Figure 21. Graph show ing best fit line o f  Total Suspended Sedim ent compared to Discharge on the rising limb 










1995 TSS vs DISCHARGE LINE PLOT @ LOWER SITE, 
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Figure 22. Graph showing best fit line o f  T otal Suspended Sedim ent com pared to Discharge on the rising limb 
o f  hydrograph at the lower site.
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Discharge from 1990 through 1995 varied widely. The hydrograph for the upper 
monitoring site, 160410, graphically displays the variation in peak flow as a result of 
snowpack available for runoff in a given year. During the study period. Western Montana 
was experiencing a period of slight drought (Hawkins and Laprevote, 1994). The hydrograph 
reflects years of low water availability (Figure 23). Discharge in Figure 23 was developed 
from stage/discharge relationship at the old USGS gauging site located at site 160410. 
Discharge curves at the lower site are very similar in shape with only a minor change in peak 
flows. Discharge data for the lower site is included in Appendix B. The difference in area 
between the two sites is small enough that minor changes in flow are difficult to determine.
Analysis of peak flows between 1974 through 1983 and 1990 through 1996 indicate 
that bankfull occurs at approximately 410 cubic feet seconds with a return period of 1.43 
years at the upper study site (Figure 24). Flood frequency analysis was determined by 
ranking the historical record of flood peaks from highest to lowest and calculating a plotting 
position using the formula (m/N+ 1, where: m = rank of event, N = number of years of 
record). This calculation gives exceedence probability for their respective peak flows. The 
data and the respective plotting position were plotted on probability paper. Table 12 contains 
data used in compiling the flood frequency analysis. The resulting fitted line is the flood- 
frequency curve (Rosgen, 1996). By looking where the plotted line crossed the return 
interval, a bankfull discharge and a return period were determined (Figure 24).
The estimated bankfrill discharge was then compared to a bankfull discharge 
calculated from a computer cross-section program (Winxspro 1996). Results from both 
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Figure 23 Hydrograph of Nmemile Creek at site 160410, for years 1990 through 1995.
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Table 12 Ranking, peak flow and probability data used in Peak Flow Frequency Analysis
STREAM CHANNEL CROSS-SECTIONS:
Measurement of the stream channel cross-section at monitoring site 160410 indicate 
a stable cross-section with little change occurring between 1994 and 1995 (Figure 25). Only 
measurements from 1994 and 1995 were used at the upper site because data for 1993 was 
taken at a different location and flooding in early1996 removed the permanent pins that 
marked the cross-section.
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The lower station (160409) cross-section indicated a channel that was laterally stable 
but vertically changing depending on flows (Figure 26). The cross-section also indicated that 
the entire bed of the stream is moving every year. A comparison of the cross-section 
between 1994 and 1995 showed more change than the upper site for the same time period. 
The cross-section for 1996 shows a deeper channel which is probably attributable to a rain on 
snow event early in 1996 that produced high flows. This flow may have flushed out some of 
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Figure 26 1993-19% Cross-Secdon data for lower site 160409.
1995 CHANNEL GEOMETRY MEASUREMENTS:
TABLE 13
Channel Parameter Study Site 160410 Study Site 160409
width/depth ratio 46 27.2
entrenchment ratio >2.5 2.9
slope range .0011 .0013
bankfull width 52.4 f t 45.4 f t
sinuosity 1.2 1.4
max bankfull depth 1.66 3.09
mean bankfull depth 1.1ft 2.0 ft
bankfull X-sec. Area 64.6 67.4 ft̂
calculated bankfull discharge 313 cubic feet second 493 cubic feet second
est. bankfull discharge 410 cubic feet second 620 cubic feet second
Table 13 Channel parameter measurements at monitoring sites.
Table 13 displays channel measurements for reaches at the two study sites taken in 
1995. The remaining portion of the stream within the study was walked and classified 
(Enclosure 1).
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Stream channel measurements indicate the stream channel type is a C4. The C4 
channel can be found in broad, gentle alluvial valleys, with channel materials that are 
predominately gravel with lesser amounts of cobble, sand, and silt/clay. The gradient 
associated with a C4 stream is generally less than 2 percent (Figure 27). The width /depth 
ratio is greater than 12, the sinuosity greater than 1.4, and an entrenchment ratio greater than 
2.2 (Rosgen, 1996). The C4 stream type is characterized by the presence of point bars and 
other depositional features. In Rosgen (1996), it states “C4 streambanks are generally 
composed of unconsolidated, heterogeneous, non-cohesive, alluvial materials that are finer 
than the gravel dominated bed material. Consequently the stream is susceptible to 
accelerated bank erosion. Rates of lateral adjustment are influenced by the presence and 
condition of riparian vegetation.” This statement holds true for Ninemile Creek in the study 
area. The fine bank materials make C4 streams, including Ninemile, very susceptible to 
shifts in lateral and vertical stability caused by direct channel disturbance and changes in the 
flow and sediment regimes of the contributing watershed (Rosgen 1996)
Within the study area portions of Ninemile were identified as D4 stream types 
(Figure 28). D stream types are multiple channel systems often described as braided streams. 
Typically, D4 streams have very high width/depth ratios and a very high sediment supply 
system. This stream type typically has high bedload yields (Rosgen, 1996).
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DELINEATTVE CRITERIA (C4)
Landfonn/soils: Broad, gentle gradient alluvial valleys and rivet deltas. Soils are alluvium.
Channel materials: Predominantly gravel, with lesser amounts of cobble, sand and silt/clay, 
j Slope Range: < .02 (C4c- .001) Entrenchment Ratio: > 2.2
I Width/depth Ratio; >12 Sinuosity: >1.4
Figure 27 Example of a cross-secdon and plan view of a C4 stream (SOvey, 19%).
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DELINEATIVE CRITERIA (D4)
Landform/soils: Moderately steep glacial valleys, alluvial fans, narrow fluvial mountain valleys
and terraced vaUeys in coarse alluvium. Can occur in gravel splays, and coarse 
delta deposits.
Channel materials: Gravel bed with smaller quantities of cobble. Typical is a bi-modal distribution 
of sands. Stream bank materials generally finer than bed. actively eroding.
Entrenchment Ratio: N/A (not incised)
Sinuosity: Low, channel slope = valley slope
Slope Range: < .04 
W idth/depth Ratio: > 40
Figure 28 Example of a cross-secûou and plan view of a D4 stream type (Silvey, 1996).
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION
After sediment is delivered to the stream it is routed through the system either as 
bedload or suspended sediment. Transport is typically sporadic with periods of temporary 
deposition on bars, streambeds, wetlands, floodplains, and deltas. Actual transport rates are 
complex interactions of channel gradient, slope, roughness, and discharge (Sidle, 1990; 
Leopold 1994; Rosgen 1996).
Fluvial systems are not static systems, they adjust and evolve over time to acquire a 
stable form or dynamic equilibrium. Lane (1955) proposed a system indicating a relationship 
for a stable channel where sediment load and size is proportional to stream slope and 
discharge (Figure 29).
Changes in one of these variables causes a corresponding change in the others which 
results in an adjustment by the stream (Rosgen, 1996). A stream is said to be in dynamic 
equilibrium when the stream flow and slope are sufficient to maintain the stream channel 
without degradation or aggradation (Heede, 1980).
When a stream is affected by a change in discharge or sediment delivery of sufficient 
magnitude it can become unstable. The change in sediment delivery in the lower reach of 
Ninemile Creek is of sufficient magnitude to cause the system to become unstable. The 
cause of the instability is probably a combination of several problems. Pinpointing one 
particular cause of degradation in Ninemile Creek is difficult. The study did not factor in all 
the upstream disturbances that could be contributing to the problems found in the lower 
reach. This study concentrated on the effects rehabilitation work had on the study area. The
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scope of the study did not include measurement of bedload, which in retrospect should have 
been done.
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Figure 29. Representation of stream equxKbrium (original drawing by Süvey, 1996).
Channel form in forest streams is related to the natural geomorphic setting, riparian
vegetation, and land use activities (Sidle, 1990). Upslope erosion and sediment transport can
be the primary impact on downstream resources. The stability of stream channels and banks
affects the quality of the riparian and aquatic habitat. Stream stability depends on stream
morphology, basin geology, and channel material (Myers and Swanson, 1992).
Geomorphology, agricultural uses, timber harvest, roads, mining, urban development,
and stream alteration are known to impact streams (Brown, 1980; Sidle, 1990; MacDonald
and Hoffinan,1995). All of these impacts occur in Ninemile Creek.
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The geomorphology of the Ninemile study area and its susceptibility to landsliding 
has a significant effect on the amount of sediment being produced in the study reach. Figure 
30 is a photograph of the upper monitoring site. Notice the unstable bank on the left side of 
the picture. The trees in the photo have curved trunks indicating an unstable hillslope.
Figure 30. Photograph taken at upper monitoring site. Note area of instability on left bank.
Figure 31 is a photograph of landslide terrain below the upper monitoring site. Note 
the gully cut through the slump by water and the unvegetated gravel streambanks. The water 
from above the slump may have contributed to slumping in this area by saturating the soil. 
However, other factors such as vegetative manipulation, livestock use, channel manipulation, 
urbanization and resource activities farther up the drainage are all contributing to the 
degradation of Ninemile Creek. The landslide area at the upper end of the study area is still
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unstable and will continue to provide fine sediments to the stream.
Figure 31 Photo of landslide area approximately 1760 yards below upper monitoring site.
The reach above the USGS gaging station was straightened in the 1940’s by the 
landowner to prevent land loss and flooding (O. B. Saunders, pers. comm., 1994). Figure 32 
is a photograph taken at the upper monitoring site showing the straightened channel. Erosion 
is evident on the right bank. The width/depth ratio at the upper study site is high due to the 
channel modifications. The increased width/depth ratio has increased hydraulic stress on the 
near bank region of the channel causing increased bank erosion (Rosgen, 1996). The change 
in velocity distribution induced accelerated sediment deposition and channel aggradation 
downstream. The meander scars of the original channel are still easily seen on aerial 
photographs (Enclosure 3).
Figure 32 View of straightened channel looking upstream from upper monitoring site.
Evidence of bank erosion was apparent when the stream reach between the two 
monitoring sites was walked. The sections of D channel type, (Figure33), within the study 
area also indicate bank erosion is occurring. Most investigators of channel morphology 
believe that bank erosion is the most important factor in producing a braided stream (Ritter, 
1986). A high width/depth ratio can be a factor in some cases. If width/depth ratio is high 
under banldull conditions and a high sediment load is available then it is possible to form D 
channels. Parker (1976) emphasized that slope and width/depth ratio are important factors in 
formation of D type channels. The small D stream reaches within the study area are an
indicator of an unstable stream reach.
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Figure 33 Small section of braided stream starting to form in study area.
The work done by the National Resource Conservation Service below the USGS 
gaging station consisted of riprapping a length of the stream (Figure 34). While this may 
have eliminated some of the sediment introduced from slumping, the riprap effectively 
straightened the channel. Straightening the channel had the effect of changing the velocity 
distribution and increasing erosion along the streambanks.
The alteration of vegetation in the study area due to grazing, roads and urbanization 
has had a significant impact on streambank stability. Vegetation is a very important factor in 
streambank stabilization, a loss of riparian vegetation destabilizes the banks and leads to 
erosion (DeBano and Schmidt, 1990). In the study area where streambanks are primarily
fine gravels, vegetation plays a large role in maintaining bank stability (Myers and Swanson,
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1992; Leopold, 1994; Rosgen, 1996).
Figure 34 View of NRCS riprap on left side of photograph.
Riparian vegetation is vegetation that is adapted to areas that are subject to influence 
of surface or subsurface water and is typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions 
(USDI Bureau of Land Management, 1993). The riparian zone occurs between the upland 
(terrestrial) zone and the aquatic (deep water) zone (Hanson, Chadde, and Pfister, 1988). 
When riparian vegetation is removed, whether from grazing or other land management 
activities, the loss of the roots destabilizes the banks. Destabilization of the streambanks 
allows bank erosion to occur (Clary and Webster, 1989; LaFayette and DeBano, 1990; 
Dunaway et al, 1994). There are several areas within the study area that have lost significant 




The Wolman Pebble Counts and Cumulative Size Distribution comparisons show 
the lower study site is aggrading and an excess of fine sediment is being moved in the 
system. The excess of fine sediment has affected stream stability and caused the stream to 
lose its dynamic equilibrium. Similar data from the upper study site show a loss of fme 
sediments which may be a first indicator of a degrading channel.
Based on information gathered with this study, rehabilitation work done on Ninemile 
Creek within the study area has so far been ineffective in improving the stream within the 
study area. Total suspended sediment data showed no trend of decrease when comparing the 
1990 baseline data to the 1991 through 1995 sediment data. Pebble counts indicate that the 
percentage of finer material is increasing in the lower reach. Pebble counts at the upper site 
indicate that fine sediment is decreasing which may be a first indication the stream at the 
upper site is starting to degrade, however the cross-section at the upper site has remained 
relatively stable.. Measurement of cross-sections at the lower site indicate instability. Visual 
assessment of stream banks and channel suggest no increase in bank stability. In some areas, 
bank stability has decreased since the work was performed. Stabilizing the slump area below 
the upper study site (Figure 34) may have decreased erosion in the area, but results of this 
study do not appear to demonstrate any major improvement in stream condition.
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These conclusions are similar to macroinvertebrate studies conducted for the 
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences between 1990 and 1993, 
(McGuire 1995). The 1993 report states:
“Habitat was sub-optimal in the lower reach of Ninemile Creek. Excessive sediment 
deposition and an unstable stream bed reduced habitat quality and limited biological integrity 
near the confluence with the Clark Fork River.”
“Biological integrity has declined in the lower reach each year since 1990. Since habitat 
quality has remained fairly constant since monitoring began, declining water quality may 
have contributed to the reduction in biological integrity.”
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GLOSSARY OF STREAM CLASSIFICATION TERMS 
Bankfull Discharge
Is the discharge and corresponding stage at the incipient point of flooding. It is often 
associated with the return period, on average, of 1.5 years. It is expressed as the 
momentary maximum or instantaneous peak flows rather than the mean daily 
discharge.
Bankfull Width
Is the surface of the stream measured at bankfull stage.
Bankfull mean depth
Is the mean depth of flow at the bankfull stage, determined as the cross-sectional area 
(sum of the products of unit width times depth) divided by the bankfull surface width.
Bankfull stage
Is the elevation of the water surface associate with the bankfull discharge.
Belt Width
Is the width of the full lateral extent of the bankfull channel measured perpendicular 
to the fall of the valley.
Confinement
Is the lateral containment of rivers as quantitatively determined by meander width 
ratio (meander width ratio is determined by dividing belt width by bankfull width - 
see meander width ratio).
Entrenchment ratio
Is the quantitative index of the vertical containment of rivers as determined by 
dividing the floodprone area width by the bankfull width. (The floodprone area 
width is measured at twice the maximum bankfull depth - see floodprone area 
width).
Flood-frequency analysis
This analysis uses a probability of a given magnitude of flood peak that may be 
expected to occur for a given return period expressed in years. For example the “1 in 
100 year” flood would have a probability of 0.01 or 1 % of being equaled or 
exceeded in any one year. Recurrence interval is determined as: 1:00/ probability of 
exceedence. Correspondingly, the probability if exceedence is determined as 1.0/ 
recurrence interval (yrs) times 100. The graphical method of flood fi'equency 
analysis involves ranking the historical record of flood peaks from highest to lowest 
and given a plotting position (m/N+1, where: m = rank of the event, N = number of 
years of record). This calculation gives exceedence probability for their respective 
peak flows. The data and their respective plotting positions are plotted on probability
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paper and a line drawn to interpret the points. The result is called a probability plot 
and the fitted line the flood-frequency curve.
Floodplain
The floodplain of a river is the flat adjacent to the bankfull which is constructed by 
the river in the modem climate. It is available to the river to accommodate flows 
greater than the bankfull discharge. There is not a constant frequency of occurrence 
of flood discharge associated with the floodplain as the depth of flow over the 
floodplain is a function of the width of the floodplain and the magnitude of the flood 
peak.
Floodprone area width
Is the width associated with a value of twice the bankfull depth. It is the area 
including the floodplain of the rive and often the low terrace of alluvial streams. This 
value when divided by the bankfull width is used to determine entrenchment ratio.
Meander width ratio
Is the quantitative expression of confinement (lateral containment of rivers) and is 
determined by the ratio of the belt width/bankfull width.
Sinuosity
Is the ratio of the stream length to down valley distance. It is also the ratio of the 
valley slope to channel slope.
Stream stability
The ability of a stream to transport the water and sediment of its watershed in such a 
manner to maintain its dimension, pattern and profile, over time, without aggrading 
or degrading.
Stream slope
Is determined by the change in elevation of the bed surface over a measured length of 
channel. It is expressed as a ratio of elevation (rise) over distance (run) in ft/ft.
Terrace
Is the flat adjacent to the river in alluvial valleys created by the abandonment of the 
floodplain. Other than the low terrace it is rare that terraces are flooded in modem 
climate. Many of the higher terraces are related to elevations associated with the 
Holocene period. Other terraces are related to changes in the local base level 
adjustments from recent perturbations and associated stream degradation, creating 
abandoned floodplains (terraces).
Water surface slope
Is the slope of the stream as measured at the water surface rather than the bed 
surface. It is often used as the average energy grade of the stream. Water surface
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slope measurements are often obtained for various stages of streamflow. Slope 
values will vary somewhat for riffles and pools for the low flow stage compared to 
the bankfull stage.
Width/depth ratio
Is determined by the ratio of the bankfull surface width to bankfull mean depth.
APPENDIX A
FIELD DATA FOR 160410 
UPPER MONITORING SITE
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8966 /99»/6 866 666»6 06(S»(90
8 8 / 68996» 80» 9r»6Z 08(9»(90
»06 r8»68 88 ereez 08(C»(90
8*29 «UZL 86 98092 0S(Z»(90
006 86068 09 /T292 06(»»(90
889 026/»» 8 / 28982 08(0»(90
6896 /09286 886 LCLU 08(80(90
r» 9 80660» r / e»»/2 06190(90
6 9 / K6Z92» KO 698/2 08(/0(90
888 K8»»6» r e 69 906 08(90(90
88»» 80/602 r»» Cr/66 06(60(90
6-88 ro»2s» ro 98906 08(»0(»0
» /6 80698 K8 80 9»2 08(60(90
066 r9»96 r / es 99» 08(20(90
»92 r»o»9 89 »rs»» 06(»0(90
8»2 9'90/e r / 0K68 08(»C(C0
0»» r698» 89 /f9 8 06(06(60
80» 6'90/» 09 082B 08(62(60
f»» K6»6» KO »/08 08(82(60
/S » 86992 86 s re o 08(/2(60
862 86099 88 »828 08(92(60
066 /C968 8 /» »r»o» 06(62(60
r / 6 89269 »-2» »888 08(92(60
0»9 »S/89 /-»» 96 0»» 06(62(60
8 /9 rS9»8 82» 88/»» 08(22(60
886 90969 8»» 96 90» 08(»2(60
K»2 08696 r e 286/ 00(02(60
89 96»/ K2 8866 00(8»(CO
K9 0»S/ 82 6/89 08(8»(C0
89 »06/ 82 6889 00(/»(60
» 9 »-20/ 82 8K99 08(8»(60
89 8»»B re 20-/9 08(S»(60
09 8-6»0» 09 / r / 9 06(9»(C0
(3'iiw-esi AVa(S81 (1(0W>
A v o /s a il 0T31A 3N03 633
3N00 Q3S 036 036 3610 3xva
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DATE DISC SEO SED SED CONG
CFS CONG YIELD (LBSOAY
(MG/L) LBS/DAY (SaMILE)
o im n o 220^1 10.0 119094 70.1
07107190 119^0 ISO 97720 57.5
07mU90 8207 84 3731.7 224
07109190 7800 64 2867.8 164
07110190 74.10 7.6 30370 174
07/11/90 67A5 114 42254 244
07/12n0 64.82 84 3076.7 18.1
07M3M0 6245 390 131180 770
07M4M0 59.71 7.6 2447.6 144
07/15/90 57A7 90 2851.6 164
07/10A0 55.60 44 14394 84
07/17/90 52.03 50 1459.3 8.6
07/1WO 5042 84 24124 140
07/1900 4545 90 2280.3 134
07/2000 4602 84 21934 124
07/2100 45.69 70 1774.5 104
07/2200 4544 74 1862.5 11.0
07/2300 45.18 6.8 1657.0 9.7
07/2400 4544 64 15684 90
07/2500 57.07 50 16004 94
07/2600 51.14 50 14340 84
07/27/90 9Z39 64 1692.1 10.0
07/2800 5045 4.5 12340 70
07/2900 49.74 6.0 1609.7 94
07/3000 43.66 64 15070 84
07/31/90 4147 64 1431.6 84
08/01/90 4442 84 19384 114
0802/90 4547 64 1474.6 8.7
08/03/90 3944 70 1547.1 9.1
080400 38.04 70 1477.1 8.7
08/0500 3547 44 841.7 5.0
080600 34.04 54 1028.1 6.0
080700 3208 5.6 9744 5.7
080800 30.10 70 1168.7 64
08/0900 31.15 64 10750 60
08/1000 3143 4.8 8110 44
08/11/90 3140 50 894.6 50
08/1200 3945 70 15394 9.1
08/1300 36.11 54 10904 64
08114/90 3344 44 730.1 4.3
08/1500 3447 50 964.0 5.7
06/1600 3444 64 1175.1 64
06/1700 3445 64 11024 6.5
M/18/90 3948 50 11044 64
08/1900 3806 6.0 1238.2 70
0800/90 40.77 7.2 15834 90
0801/90 4244 7.6 1739.6 10.2
080200 4200 7.6 1729.6 190
080300 45.10 54 13620 84
080400 3806 44 907.9 SO
080500 3849 5.6 1162.5 64
080600 3948 64 13590 8.0
080700 39.38 44 10194 64
08/28/90 3748 64 12900 7.6
080900 3549 124 2400.5 14.1
080000 35.05 2.0 378.1 20
080100 3404 44 738.7 40
DATE DISC SED SED SEO CONG
CFS CONG YIELD (LBS/DAY
(MG/LI LBsmAY (SO.MILE)
09/01/90 3240 24 4144 24
09A2/90 3248 04 70.1 04
09(OV90 2840 2.0 302.0 14
09*4A0 29.00 1.6 2504 1.5
oorasno 2745 1.6 2364 14
09/06R0 M 43 1.6 245.3 14
09MI7/90 24.50 7 2 9514 5.6
09/08/90 2348 64 861.1 5.1
09109190 2347 54 7084 44
09/1IV90 2248 54 6304 3.7
09/11/90 2247 24 3454 2.0
09/12mO 23.55 44 5584 3.3
09/13A0 2540 34 4914 24
09/14A0 23.62 24 305.7 14
09/15M0 2544 14 1634 14
09110190 26.78 ZO 2884 1.7
09/17/90 2841 24 436.6 24
09/18M 2745 24 4204 24
09119190 27.64 24 3574 Z1
09/20/90 27.64 24 3574 2.1
09A1/90 27.69 4.0 5074 34
09122190 2643 34 5224 3.1
09I2M 0 2445 34 4824 24
09Q4A0 2346 24 3524 M
09/2Sn0 2345 34 4654 2.7
09/26AO 2746 24 356.7 2.1
0907/90 28.35 34 489.3 24
090800 2840 34 4884 24
090900 29.67 Z1 3364 2.0
0900/90 29.68 2.0 3204 14
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DATE DISC SED SED 5EDCONC
CFS COMO YIELD (LBSmAY
(M6/L) LBS/DAY (SQ.MILE)
60 J> 54 1981.7 11.7
oansm 620 5.0 1695.6 105
OMWM 50.0 85 26005 15.3
o in im 59.9 84 27155 16.0
04I01»1 60.0 9.0 33025 194
04WWI 85.0 175 79455 46.7
w m m 118J) 17.6 11201.5 695
04M4A1 2430 23.6 310385 182.6
0«05id1 306.7 355 592255 3484
04AMf»1 482.5 40.6 105646.6 6215
04/07»1 408.9 165 37052.7 218.0
«4AM1 314.1 134 226975 133.5
M 09»! 2375 105 12030.7 755
04J1QM1 1894 94 9602.7 565
04/11rt1 2685 95 130535 765
04i12»1 1414 125 97605 574
04413Ai 132.0 75 5125.1 30.1
120.6 75 47795 28.1
04/15«1 1265 84 5735.1 337
04/16/91 1414 7.6 5795.0 34.1
04/17/91 124.8 85 57905 34.1
04/18/91 1095 85 47415 275
04/19/91 1065 85 4607.6 27.1
04/20/91 1214 94 61935 365
04Q1/91 153.4 ' 145 12241.7 725
04A2A1 2465 21.6 28760.7 169.2
04/23/91 3445 155 29379.7 1725
04«4mi 4135 225 495135 2915
04/26/91 4375 155 353665 2085
04^691 329.1 9.6 170405 1005
0407/91 2375 65 7955.1 465
040801 1755 75 6802.1 405
040901 1915 5.6 67955 34.1
04/3001 184.6 4.8 47785 28.1
080101 104.0 55 4598.6 27.1
060201 1575 o .r 679.7 45
050301 1414 6.7 5085.9 295
050401 1534 105 82714 48.7
050601 1414 85 6100.0 355
05/0001 1414 8.0 61005 355
050701 1615 65 52365 30.8
06/0001 2095 205 22636.7 1335
050901 3525 46.7 86980.7 511.7
05/1001 3615 475 924875 544.0
05/1101 278.8 155 23309.3 137.1
05/1201 314.1 125 208345 122.6
05/1301 3405 105 187484 1105
050401 3445 105 18966.7 1115
05/1501 3615 95 19081.6 1125
05/1601 361.0 11.1 21690.7 127.6
05/17/91 4965 274 679125 397.1
05/1001 12275 755 499750.0 2939.7
05/1901 13554 54.0 394749.3 2322.1
050001 1039.0 435 243754.1 1433.8
050101 9724 375 198243.5 1166.1
050201 6415 355 1211465 712.6
050301 590.7 33.1 105576.3 621.0
DATE DISC SED SEO SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBS83AY
(Men.) IBSmAY (SQ.MILE)
05^4/91 5724 305 94158.0 5535
05/2SA1 5375 245 71854.1 422.7
06/26A1 4565 22.0 542075 3185
05R7/91 3694 18.0 358585 2105
05/28/91 3104 155 251095 147.7
05/29/91 2785 175 255655 1504
05/30/91 2595 185 263735 155.1
05/31/91 253.0 185 257365 1514
06NI1/91 2435 155 20385.7 1195
06MI2/91 2465 125 170434 100.3
06AI3/91 282* 135 21003.7 123.6
06AI4/91 299.6 115 190645 112.1
06W5mi 2785 105 163315 96.1
0656/91 265.7 10* 14615.1 865
06/07/91 285.6 145 223355 1314
06/08n i 299.6 13.6 219724 129*
KAMAI 278.8 14.0 21053.5 1235
06/10*1 2465 125 166435 975
06/11/91 « 2 .1 115 14768.7 865
06/12*1 2095 105 113184 665
06/13*1 202.0 8.6 9336* 54.9
06/14*1 1795 8.0 77584 45.6
06/15*1 1615 7.5 65445 385
06/16*1 161.8 85 69815 41.1
06*7*1 151.3 95 7344.6 43*
06/18*1 130* 7.1 50124 29.5
06/19*1 123.1 7.6 5045.7 29.7
06*0*1 135.7 94 68785 405
06*1*1 135.7 94 68785 405
06*2*1 132.0 74 5267.5 31.0
06*3*1 1414 85 6786* 395
06*4*1 1335 65 4691.3 275
06*5*1 1265 55 3994.1 235
06*6*1 123.1 55 36515 215
06*7*1 116.3 6* 38905 225
06/28*1 114.7 5* 3217.0 185
06*0*1 119.7 4.8 30964 18*
06/30*1 113.1 45 28055 165
07*1*1 1065 45 2591.7 15*
07*2*1 103.7 4.0 2238* 13*
07*3*1 995 45 2571.1 15.1
07*4*1 92.3 4.5 22395 13*
07/05*1 865 4.0 1875.7 11.0
07*6/91 644 35 1729* 10*
07/07/91 80.6 4.5 1956.9 115
07/08*1 78.2 4,1 17295 10.2
07/09*1 735 64 25305 14.9
07/10*1 70* 6.6 2487.7 14.6
07/11*1 675 7.1 25795 15*
07/12*1 625 7.7 26145 154
07/13*1 595 6.0 19395 114
07/14*1 615 85 2957.1 174
07/15*1 58.0 105 3399* 205
07/16*1 55.3 65 2045* 12.0
07/17*1 51.8 9.7 2711.0 15.9
07/18*1 55.3 7.7 22985 135
07/19*1 52.6 12.0 3406.1 20.0
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DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD |LBS*>AY
(MG/LI LBSmAY (SQ.MILEI
07n<M91 50.1 8.9 23937 14.1
07/21/91 49S 9.1 2428.1 147
07/22/91 40.8 5.7 1442.6 84
07/23/91 45.3 5.7 13944 87
07/24/91 45.3 64 1075.7 94
07/20/91 43.0 10.9 2520.8 144
07/20A1 424 0.0 130.1 0.8
07/27/91 41.0 2.0 5764 34
07/20MM 403 1.7 3774 27
07/29/91 40.2 1.7 3704 27
07/30/91 407 1.7 3704 27
07/31/91 407 44 9534 5.6
09*1/91 394 8.0 18314 104
08*2*1 39.5 77 15334 9.0
09/03*1 384 17.6 3683.6 21.7
08*4*1 384 167 3390.6 194
08/00*1 38.1 64 13167 7.7
08*0*1 30.1 10.0 20664 12.1
08*7*1 374 104 2021.1 11.9
08*8*1 304 137 20214 154
08*9*1 367 117 21857 124
08/10*1 354 264 50604 29.8
08*1*1 344 314 59884 357
08/12*1 33.7 427 760S7 45.1
08/13/91 33.1 557 9053.6 58.0
08/14*1 324 44 7017 4.1
08/15*1 31.9 4.5 7744 44
08/10*1 314 54 9137 54
08/17*1 314 47 7107 47
08/18*1 304 34 5817 34
08/19*1 307 24 320.1 14
08*0*1 29.7 4.0 0404 34
08*1/91 29.1 44 6284 3.7
08*2*1 29.1 4.1 6444 34
08*3*1 29.1 3.9 613.1 34
00*4*1 29.7 44 7204 47
08*0*1 29.7 4.0 040.4 34
08*8*1 307 34 0354 3.7
08*7*1 307 3.7 0037 34
08*8*1 307 54 8854 57
08*9*1 29.7 57 8324 44
08/30*1 29.1 44 7544 44
08*1/91 284 44 694.5 4.1
09*1*1 28.1 34 5904 34
09*2*1 274 34 580.0 34
09/03*1 27.1 34 500.7 24
09*4*1 27.1 34 500.7 24
09*5*1 27.1 34 500.7 24
09* 6*1 27.1 3.7 540.1 37
09*7*1 27.1 3.5 5104 3.0
09*8*1 27.1 24 408.7 24
09/09*1 27.1 24 4237 2.5
09*0*1 27.1 3.1 4524 2.7
09/11/91 27.1 2.8 408.7 24
08/12*1 27.1 2.3 3324 2.0
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSA)AY
(MG/LI LBS/DAY (SQ.MILE)
09/13*1 27,6 2.0 2974 1.7
09/14*1 28.1 2.2 3334 2.0
09/15*1 28.1 24 4247 24
09/16*1 28.6 24 3704 27
09/17/91 29.1 27 3454 2.0
09/18*1 29.1 2.0 3144 14
09/19*1 29.1 2.1 330.1 14
09*0*1 29.1 14 ZS9.7 14
09/21*1 284 14 288.6 1.7
09/22*1 28.0 27 339.5 2.0
09*3*1 284 24 3704 27
09*4*1 28.1 3.1 469.7 24
09*5*1 28.1 24 4247 24
09*6*1 2a i 24 4247 2.5
09*7*1 28.1 2.7 409.1 24
09*8*1 27.6 2.7 401.5 24
09*9*1 27.6 24 4314 24
09*0*1 274 24 4104 24
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DATE DISC SED SEO SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBS/DAY
(MO/L) LAS/DAY (SO.MILE)
03/12/M 5903 154 498443 14.66
03/13/92 60.90 28.0 9197.10 54.10
03/14/92 59 A3 29.6 9235.09 5442
03/15A2 60 AO 344 1145049 6746
03/10/92 7242 404 15623.62 9140
03/17/92 145 A8 904 70741.02 416.12
03/1802 26246 444 63090.60 371.12
03M9O2 240A6 394 5158544 30344
03/2002 191A7 32.6 33705.17 19847
03/2102 153.36 314 2599749 15242
03/2202 137.55 26.6 1971145 11545
030302 97 A7 224 11613.37 6841
030402 81A6 244 10719.79 <3.06
0305/92 7242 16.6 647248 3847
03/2602 74.69 344 1369641 80.57
030702 74.69 34A 1403943 8248
0308/92 74.69 35.1 14156.06 8347
030902 68.04 324 1184646 69.68
030002 62A8 34.3 11625.05 6848
030102 62A8 27.7 9397.03 5548
040102 6844 75.1 10169.14 59.82
040202 86 A4 85.1 35234.23 20746
040302 123.10 115.7 56525.61 33240
040402 1%44 1924 9700343 57041
040502 130.16 91.1 134984.71 794.03
040602 10843 78.3 53252.13 31345
040702 85.65 614 3616048 212.71
0408/92 9942 47.7 3290545 19346
040902 85.05 514 2203848 12944
04/10/92 99.32 78.3 27548.79 162.05
04/11/92 05.65 604 3616048 212.71
04/1202 7941 49.7 2581740 151.87
04/1302 80.63 64.9 28205.18 16541
04/1402 8447 404 18329.13 10742
04/15/92 77.02 384 15785.78 9246
04/1602 86.94 46.6 2183744 12845
04/1702 182.17 1174 115379.68 678.70
04/1802 24648 644 85216.86 50148
04/1002 196A8 80A 8566044 50546
04/2002 170.61 S2A 4864147 286.13
0401/92 172A8 64A 60475.19 355.74
040202 19942 46A 6976048 41046
040302 19942 384 5040049 29647
040402 17248 454 3623240 213.13
040502 151.31 514 37074.07 218.08
040602 131A8 474 36608.95 21545
0407/92 131.98 51.1 3375445 198.56
040802 17248 101.7 47682.72 28049
040902 170.61 61.7 93592.57 55044
040002 175.16 614 58034.91 341.38
05/01/92 209.85 254 28782.61 169.31
0602/92 234 A6 344 4380844 257.70
060302 19942 404 43947.16 256.51
050402 182.17 584 5726244 33644
050602 17748 444 4211645 247.75
050602 186A7 374 3774540 222.03
0607/92 20741 454 50770.16 298.69
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSmAY
(MGA.I LBSA3AY (SQMILE)
05NW92 229.18 28.0 34610.16 203.59
05/09/92 220.73 244 29250.29 172.06
05/10A2 20945 374 42364.65 24920
05/11/92 18446 31.1 30997.14 18244
05/12*2 159.66 13.7 11805.60 6944
05/13*2 13945 244 18698.10 109.99
05/14*2 130.16 37.7 2647323 155.72
05/15*2 11645 574 36037.53 21149
05*6*2 11349 524 3224021 189.65
05/17*2 10245 46.6 25682.74 151.07
05/18*1 99.32 50.9 2724347 16026
05/19*2 9942 484 2586147 152.13
05*0*2 106.79 424 2435041 14324
85*1*2 113.09 504 30666.62 18029
05/22*2 10245 47.1 25997.09 15242
05/23*2 95.04 474 24312.79 143.02
05*4*2 8948 564 27470.62 16149
05*5*2 8146 604 2661443 15645
05*6*2 8447 404 18329.13 10742
05*7*2 7545 52.6 2150547 126.51
05*8*2 7242 75.7 29571.60 17345
05*9*2 7345 754 29921.61 176.01
05*0*2 7345 50.0 1983442 116.67
05*1*2 6544 444 1595329 9344
06*1/92 6440 59.7 2090140 122.95
06/02/92 6040 24.0 788323 46.37
06*3*2 58.03 60.0 1878040 11047
06*4*2 56.18 564 17229.77 10125
06*5*2 5448 43.1 12653.04 7443
06*6*2 5340 41.1 1187046 6943
06*7*2 5548 48.9 1456649 85.69
06*8*2 5042 57.1 1569146 92.31
06*9*2 4945 524 1396547 82.15
06/10*2 4549 594 14516.64 85.39
06/11/92 43.78 67.6 1598347 9340
06/12*2 47.64 184 4845.55 28.60
06/13*2 74.69 153.1 61692.06 362.89
06/14*2 6040 744 2430642 14248
06/15*2 5548 45.1 13457.55 79.16
06/16/92 53.50 17.1 494545 29.09
06/17/92 51.77 11.1 311028 18.30
06/18*2 4945 344 9260.66 5447
06/19/92 4644 39.1 988843 98.17
06*0*2 43.78 42.6 1005125 59.12
08*1*2 43.78 34.9 8230.83 4842
06*2*2 43.78 42.0 9916.67 58.33
06*3*2 4149 15.1 339545 19.98
06*4*2 4046 284 6298.74 3745
06*5*2 36.18 29.7 5797.02 34.10
06*6*2 38.13 364 7461.92 43.89
06*7/92 5042 42.3 11611.06 68.30
06*8*2 4945 45.1 1199147 70.54
06*9*2 53.50 27.7 7995.39 47.03
06/30*2 5340 254 7337.53 43.16
07/01*2 61.77 22.0 614249 36.13
07*2*2 4945 154 4099.02 24.11
07*3*2 50.08 124 331642 19.51
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DATE DISC SED SEO SEO CONC
CF8 CONC YIELD (LESmAY
(«6G/L» LBS/DAY <SQ.MILE)
07/(KM2 47.64 142 3815.29 2244
4529 18.3 4465.15 2627
07AW92 50.08 114 3084.63 18.14
07/07/92 4925 122 333926 1924
07/08M2 47.64 7.1 183442 10.79
07/09W2 46.06 7.7 191527 1127
07/10/92 46.06 7.7 191527 1127
07/11/92 50.92 10.0 274623 16.15
07/12A2 4844 8.3 216322 12.72
07/1W 2 46.84 13.1 3319.76 1923
07/14W 44.53 102 2608.13 15.34
07/15*2 43.04 4.6 1060.78 624
07/16*2 4129 13.7 307226 18.08
07/17/92 40.18 19.7 427027 25.12
07/18*2 3821 222 460420 2729
07/19*2 3747 22.6 4561.55 2623
07/20*2 3747 19.1 388823 22.75
07/21*2 3622 182 363020 2125
07/22*2 3622 15.1 3006.63 17.69
07/23*2 36.18 194 3791.18 2220
07/24*2 3949 174 3712.02 2124
07/25*2 3949 20.9 444249 26.13
07/26*2 3747 182 369422 21.73
07/27/92 3422 174 3280.72 1920
07/28/92 3221 194 3406.61 20.04
07/29*2 3123 24.6 4230.79 24.89
07/30*2 3123 20.9 359125 21.13
07/31/92 3125 162 2705.68 1522
08*1*2 3023 21.1 3447.15 2028
08*2*2 3023 27.7 451848 2628
08*3/92 29.15 22.6 3547.% 20.87
08/04*2 28.61 17.1 264522 1526
08*5*2 2727 19.7 293121 1724
08*6*2 26.57 214 307021 18.06
08*7/92 2627 14.9 2129.15 1222
08*8*2 26.57 302 4327.08 2545
08*9*2 27.07 n j t 417027 2423
08/10*2 2627 202 2905.74 1729
08/11*2 25.59 23.7 3272.04 1925
08/12/92 24.64 22.6 2999.17 17.64
08/13*2 24.17 262 3502.06 2020
08/14*2 24.17 222 290421 1729
08/15*2 24.17 29.0 365029 2147
08/16*2 24.17 14.3 186125 1025
08/17/92 23.72 19.1 244827 1440
08/18*2 23.27 13.1 164829 9.70
08/19*2 2327 202 258142 15.18
08*0*2 24.17 162 216043 12.71
08*1/92 24.64 18.0 239120 14.07
08*2/92 29.15 13.1 206528 12.15
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DATE DISC SED SEO SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBS»AY
(MO/L) LBSAAY (SdMILE)
041*9*93 141.38 78 666488 33.32
04AIM» 141.38 11.7 893L13 5284
04/10»3 141.38 7.7 5882.14 34.66
04/11*93 141.38 6.6 5010.71 2987
04/12/93 137.55 68 487586 28.W
04/13A3 131.98 78 5287.81 31.10
04/14A3 114.71 7.7 4772.52 28.07
04/1SA3 10980 98 5688.62 3287
04/10A3 100.79 88 510182 3081
04/17/93 113.09 128 7319.00 43.05
04/1BW3 118.00 15.7 10001.36 58.83
04/19W 116.35 9.1 5737.18 33.75
04/20/93 113.09 88 5402.12 31.78
04A1/93 113.09 108 627383 3680
04/22/93 118.00 88 527384 31.02
0403*3 11685 8.6 537880 31.64
0404*3 11188 68 4123.03 2485
0405*3 10883 108 6176.77 3683
0406*3 106.79 8.6 4936.66 29.04
0407*3 103.76 88 463682 2787
0409*3 99.32 8.6 459184 27.01
04/M*3 10285 6.0 330882 1986
04/30*3 114.71 78 4995.76 27.03
05*1/93 128.37 98 6527.70 3880
05/02/93 135.67 118 836289 49.19
05*3/93 172.88 128 1172185 6885
05*4*3 21283 368 4224880 24882
05*5*3 22382 31.1 37543.65 22085
05*6*3 25382 28.6 3898984 22985
05*7/93 23780 28.6 3665987 215.64
05*8*3 20189 12.6 1369580 8086
05*9*3 17981 12.6 1219181 71.72
05/10(93 17788 128 1203389 70.78
05/11/93 285.60 27.7 42690.14 251.12
05/12/93 47785 1178 30226286 1778.01
05/13*3 641.77 93.7 32437581 1908.09
05/14*3 641.77 75.7 26207182 154180
05/15*3 590.68 538 170211.01 100184
05/16*3 53181 378 107294.74 631.15
05/17/93 45186 26.3 6406080 37682
06/18*3 40883 20.0 44110.31 25987
05/19*3 38685 20.0 4169680 245.27
0500*3 36987 18.0 3585886 21083
0501/93 340.80 13.7 2520785 14888
05/22*3 29281 138 2118587 124.62
0503*3 263.02 128 1676587 98.62
0504/93 21283 148 16375.35 9683
0505*3 19982 128 1321386 77.73
0506*3 20985 128 14552.19 85.60
0507*3 18981 13.1 13426.32 78.98
0508*3 182.17 11.1 1094880 6480
0509*3 16387 88 732788 43.10
0500*3 14988 128 989186 58.19
0501*3 141.38 10.0 7624.99 4485
06*1*3 135.67 7.7 5644.95 3381
06*2*3 128.37 88 573687 33.74
09*3*3 113.09 13.1 8016.05 47.15
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSmAY
(MG/Lt LBSmAY (SaMILE)
06*4*3 106.79 12.0 691183 40.M
06*5*3 95.04 98 4833.12 2883
06*6*3 8988 8.0 3865.02 22.74
06*7/93 85.65 108 5015.31 2980
06/08*3 7981 8.3 3548.77 2088
06*9*3 73.55 88 351386 2087
06/10*3 7180 7.1 2746.87 16.16
06*1*3 68.04 158 566285 3381
06/12*3 6288 88 280985 16.53
06/13*3 58.03 13.7 429287 2585
06/14*3 56.18 14.6 441545 2587
06/15*3 53.50 108 296782 1786
06/16*3 47.64 98 242281 1485
06*7/93 47.64 198 4991.63 2986
06*8*3 4589 22.0 537382 31.61
06/19*3 43.04 228 523984 30.82
06*0*3 41.59 17.7 397386 2387
06*1/93 43.78 348 8230.16 4881
0602*3 4189 34.0 7626.09 44.86
0603/93 4088 14.9 3275.51 1987
06124*3 38.13 11.7 2409.35 14.17
0605/93 3682 20.0 3971.77 2386
0606*3 36.18 16.0 312182 1886
0607*3 3482 17.1 3228.53 1889
0608/93 33.70 18.3 3323.15 19.55
0609*3 33.10 12.6 2244.10 1380
06*0*3 33.10 16.9 3009.13 17.70
07*1*3 3083 68 1024.97 6.03
07/02*3 32.51 12.0 210383 12.38
07/03*3 33.10 88 1479.06 8.70
07/04/93 33.70 88 1609.65 987
07*5*3 3482 88 156086 9.18
07/06/93 36.18 118 222984 13.12
07*7*3 36.18 108 211885 1286
07/08*3 36.82 68 1191.53 7.01
07/09*3 36.18 9.1 178386 1089
07/10*3 3682 128 255388 15.02
07/11*3 36.18 10.0 195180 1188
07/12*3 35.54 7.7 147684 8.70
07/13*3 35.54 4.7 90281 581
07/14*3 3787 58 109784 686
07/15*3 3787 7.7 155884 9.17
07/16*3 38.13 9.1 187988 1106
07/17/93 38.13 11.3 2320.02 13.65
07/18*3 4088 138 292780 1782
07/19/93 41.59 128 275486 1680
07/20*3 3989 108 222185 13.07
07/21/93 43.78 248 580189 34.13
07/22*3 4281 13.7 3129.33 1881
07/23/93 4281 218 488988 28.76
07/24*3 4189 20.0 4485.93 2689
07/25*3 41.59 25.7 5767.63 3303
07/26*3 4189 158 346088 2086
07/27/93 43.04 14.9 3448.61 2089
07/28*3 44.53 17.1 4117.02 2482
07/29*3 43.78 23.7 5599,21 32.94
07/30*3 41.59 26.3 5895.80 34.68
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DATE DISC SED SEO SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSTOAY
(M6/L) LBSfl>AY (SO.MiLE)
(S7m i9i 41.89 234 828445 30.91
0*MMA3 40.88 224 491347 2840
m im m 3841 264 562148 33.07
O M om 38.13 314 6464.10 38.02
o a m m 3847 30.0 622448 36.61
<M»0S»3 38.81 34.8 7238.85 4246
o&oem 40.18 31.1 6748.37 39.70
08W7/93 3949 324 681449 40.00
o m m z 40.18 31.1 6748.37 39.70
m m m 38.13 284 593542 3441
3*42 37.7 7489.63 44.06
08/11(93 38.18 32.3 629949 3746
08/12/93 38.18 304 602048 3542
08/13A3 38.84 27.7 831248 3145
08/14A3 34.92 23.7 4466.13 26.27
08/1S/W 34.92 284 4896.60 2840
08/18/93 38.18 304 6020.88 3542
08/17/93 38.13 354 728640 42.96
08/18^3 3842 23.7 470949 27.70
08/19A3 38.18 244 473843 27.87
08/2003 3442 264 4898.60 28.80
0801/93 33.10 28.7 489040 27.00
080203 3442 244 468147 2744
080303 33.70 204 3738.54 2149
080403 33.10 144 2550,11 15.00
08O8/9V 32.81 144 260446 1542
080803 3143 17.1 295149 1746
080703 3241 18.7 2798.15 1641
080803 31,93 22.3 383749 2247
08/2903 3143 18.0 309948 1843
080003 3442 21.1 398145 2342
080103 34.30 234 433449 » 4 0
090103 33.10 17.1 3060.13 18.00
090203 3241 17.7 310840 1847
0903/93 33.10 19.1 3417.15 20.10
09/0403 33.10 184 3213.14 1840
090803 3143 20.3 3493.07 2045
090003 3146 144 251242 14.78
0907/93 30.79 16.6 276148 16.19
09/0803 30.79 144 2467.20 1441
09/09/93 30.23 124 200241 11.78
09/1003 3043 11.7 190947 11.23
09/1103 29.89 94 1578.67 949
09/1203 29.69 64 105141 6.19
09/1303 29.18 54 883.58 8.02
09/1403 30.79 8.0 99647 548
09/1803 3143 44 73649 4.34
09/1003 3148 3.7 62748 3.69
09/1703 3148 83 1400.19 844
09/1803 3145 6.6 1111.02 6.54
09/1903 30.79 44 710.74 4.18
090003 30.23 64 102444 642
0901/93 29.69 8.7 139445 840
090203 29.18 7.7 121149 7.13
0903/93 29.18 8.3 1301.60 7.68
09/2403 28.81 104 1843.30 9.00
090803 28.09 9.0 136345 842
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CPS CONC YIELD (LBSmAY
(MOA.I LBSA7AY {SQ4ULE)
09/26/93 20.09 4.7 713.89 4.20
09Q7/93 2747 54 80746 4.75
09W 93 2747 64 102043 640
09Q9»3 2747 04 123142 744
09/30/93 27.87 4.7 70048 4.12
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DATE DISC SCO SCO SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBS/DAY
(MO/L) LBSmAY (SOMILE)
04M1/M 54.54 12.3 427800 25.17
ÙM2194 54.54 8.0 278403 16.38
04103m 65J7 80 319544 18.80
0 4 m m 76.89 50 260803 1504
0 4 iosm 86.65 6.0 #0406 1600
0 4 m m 9743 5.0 315204 1805
04107m 104.07 74 417003 24.53
04m am 12040 74 4824.90 2808
0419»m 135.65 9.7 715509 42.10
0 4 iio m 143.20 34 2649.13 1508
0 4 tiim 147.71 5.7 4548.# 25.75
04/12A4 16442 34 3041.75 1709
04113m 15604 94 849004 4904
04114m 18542 9.1 9114.70 53.52
04/15/54 20200 6.0 655604 3807
04/10/04 217.90 60 739200 4348
04/17/94 23703 70 1006905 59.23
04110m 28948 180 2851607 167.75
04119m 309.61 21.0 3506700 20608
0400/04 309.61 24.0 40077.15 235.75
0401/04 35402 334 63885.50 37500
040204 33104 50.0 89353.69 525.61
040304 289.08 260 40990.07 241.12
0404/94 234.16 23.1 29223.66 17100
0405/94 202.60 170 18761.76 110.36
040004 16604 120 1106505 65.09
0407/04 15104 10.0 8734.33 51.38
04/2804 14544 80 572246 3904
04/29/94 13005 9.1 5426.14 37.80
04/30/94 125.30 SO 467206 2749
0501/94 122.34 9.1 603002 3548
050204 12040 60 4454.75 2600
050304 12801 6.6 4546.79 25.75
0504/94 14300 60 4858.02 28.58
050504 174.86 60 5925.35 3406
05/0004 193.85 60 717209 42.19
0507/04 202.60 9.7 10610.18 6241
050004 211.57 114 13026.00 76.62
0509/94 20801 13.7 1542544 90.74
05/1004 19305 114 1195001 7000
05/1104 174.55 12.9 1211448 71.28
05/1204 157.08 120 10894.79 54.09
05/1304 14544 114 895509 52.74
05/14/94 146.12 11.7 922801 5408
05/15/94 140.99 100 7824.71 45.03
05/1504 14544 80 650202 3805
05/17/94 13505 5.7 420846 24.76
05/18/94 13243 7.1 5099.74 30.00
05/1904 128.31 8.0 553643 32.57
050004 116.50 60 4314.11 25.38
0601/94 11200 6.9 4177.18 24.57
0502/94 107.53 6.0 347900 2047
050304 11200 74 452406 26.61
05/24/94 105.79 7.1 407301 2306
050504 105.79 6.0 342345 20.14
050504 100.71 8.0 434503 25.56
0507/94 9503 74 3840.10 22.59
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSA3AY
(MG/Ll LBSmAY (SaMILE)
o sn o m 97.43 6.6 345247 20.31
05129m 95S3 6.0 3101.03 1824
05130m 91.15 62 294924 1725
0501/94 102 JO 7.1 394249 23.19
05/0104 100.71 6.6 356822 2029
050204 97.43 7.1 375129 22.07
060304 100.71 94 512124 30.13
060404 9425 122 6536.80 3845
050504 91.15 74 365222 2149
060604 88.13 82 3940.53 23.18
050704 83.77 72 351043 20.65
050804 82J5 5.7 2535.18 1422
060904 83.77 62 2841.78 16.72
05M004 83.77 52 309920 1823
06/1104 8026 7.1 311723 18.34
05/1204 7928 74 3169.16 18.76
06/1304 7629 6.0 2488.27 14.64
06/1404 65.70 5.1 182128 10.71
06/1504 68.06 6.6 2411.59 14.19
06/1604 8228 7.7 2589.90 1523
05/17/94 5228 94 3167.68 18.63
06/18/94 61.18 74 245126 1442
06/1904 60.09 82 259226 1525
060004 4823 102 282426 1622
0501/94 47.34 6.6 167728 9.87
060204 4645 5.1 128721 728
060304 4529 52 1546.69 9.10
0604/94 43.07 4.5 1061.70 625
060504 44.74 5.1 124028 720
060604 43.07 4.0 92920 547
060704 4146 4.5 102125 6.01
060804 4226 6.0 1367.62 8.04
060904 4146 42 102125 661
060004 40.67 5.1 1127.58 6.83
07/01/94 4226 42 97725 5.75
07/02/94 3920 4.0 860.77 5.06
07/0304 3920 46 98343 5.78
07/04/94 4027 42 100224 520
07/1004 40.67 5.1 112728 6.63
07/06/94 4146 42 89448 526
07/0704 3920 34 738.11 4.34
07/0804 39.14 22 603.69 325
07/09/94 3920 34 738.11 424
07/1004 3829 3.7 768.09 4.52
07M1O4 38.39 34 710.12 4.18
07/1204 3622 22 569.51 3.35
07/13/94 3421 3.7 896.54 4.10
07/1404 34.13 3.7 68222 4.02
07/1504 3346 4.0 72126 425
07/1604 3220 3.1 55520 327
07/17/94 30.89 6.0 99921 528
07/18/94 2927 3.1 50243 226
07/1904 2927 3.7 581.71 342
07/2004 2849 42 702.11 4.13
07/21/94 29.07 2.6 40226 227
07/2204 27.34 5.1 758.02 446
07/2304 26.79 62 991.07 523
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DATE DISC SEO SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LDSIDAY
(IWOA.I LBS/DAY (SaM ILE)
9 7 iu m 26.79 6.9 99147 5.83
0 ro « 9 4 26.24 4.3 607.12 3.57
07/26M 26.24 3.7 S25.M 349
07/27/M 26.79 4 4 702.13 4.13
07/20A4 26.24 4.0 566.08 343
07/20/M 29.70 6 4 950.92 5.59
07/W M 27 J1 584 881644 6146
07/31/M 26.79 54 7M 48 4.61
oan>i/M 26.24 8 4 121242 7.13
W 02I94 26.70 5.1 71240 4.19
08W3/M 26.70 14.3 198045 11.65
08/04/M 25.70 6.6 910.72 546
o u o s m 25.70 7 4 102943 6.06
o sn o m 26.24 9.1 129349 7.61
08/07/M 26.24 20.0 283049 1645
08WWM 26.79 14.0 202249 1140
oomo/M 26.79 7.7 111347 6.55
oa/i(VM 26.24 44 566.00 343
08/11/M 26M 6 4 890.16 544
08/1244 25.17 3.1 426.31 2.51
08/1344 23.M 7.1 91046 546
08M444 23.M 3.1 4W 46 2.36
08/1544 24.14 10.6 137641 8.10
08/1644 24.14 4.3 558.60 349
08/17/M 24.14 7 4 96745 5.69
08/1844 24.14 5.1 669.27 344
08/1944 2445 14 190.14 1.12
084044 24.14 2 4 298.18 1.75
084144 23.M 3.1 40046 246
0842/M 23.64 2 4 3M .66 2.19
084344 23.15 5 4 67749 349
084444 22.66 4.0 48841 248
084544 23.15 4.6 57043 346
08/2644 23.15 34 42841 2.52
084744 23.15 2.6 320.M 149
084844 22.66 2 4 349.57 2.06
084944 2246 34 41944 247
084044 22.66 44 48841 248
0841/M 25.17 5.7 77542 446
09/01/M 26.79 4.0 97748 340
09/02/M 25.70 44 5M .67 340
094344 2445 4 4 57041 346
094444 24.65 54 721.99 445
09/0544 24.65 44 607.64 347
09/06/M 24.14 6.3 819.01 442
0947/M 24.14 1.1 14844 047
094844 24.66 2 4 3M 49 1.79
004944 24.14 3.1 40846 241
09/10/M 22.19 6.0 71746 442
09/11/M 21.72 8 4 1003.87 541
09/1244 21.26 3.7 42548 2.90
094344 2041 44 51246 342
09/14/M 1943 34 368.67 2.17
09/1644 19.93 3.7 398.76 2.35
09/1644 19.00 24 2M 48 1.56
09/17/M 1747 24 27547 1.62
09/1044 1747 24 27547 1.62
DATE DISC SED SED SED CONC
CFS CONC y ie l d (LBSÆIAY
IMG/L) LBS/DAY (SaM ILE)
09/19fi4 1747 6.1 591.62 348
09«0»4 1846 2.6 253.14 149
09R1/M 18.67 24 20147 1.18
09n2IM 1747 2.0 192.71 1.13
09/MA4 19.08 24 235.66 149
09n4A4 18.67 2.7 27246 1.61
09/25^4 1846 1.7 16843 0.99
09/2604 1747 2.0 192.71 1.13
09O7/M 1747 2.6 24242 142
09/2804 1846 3.1 30949 142
090904 1847 2 4 287.96 1.69
090004 18.06 1.7 166.59 048
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0ATE (NSC SEO SED SED CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSATAY
(MOA.) LBSA3AY (SQ.MILE)
04flWr»5 81 jO 7X 3256*9 19.16
lOO^M 7.7 4178*5 24*8
(MnWM 88.54 7.1 3409*0 20.06
04M>7/95 518X6 8 * 26685.15 156*7
120*8 13.7 8945*2 52.62
0MW9S 126.00 11X 7767.34 45.69
04/10*5 118.54 11.1 7122*3 41*0
04/11/95 123X7 9.1 6086X7 35*0
04/12*5 102X0 8 * 4902*5 28*4
04/13*5 104.76 9.7 5486.19 32*7
04/14*5 106*5 9.7 5601*2 32*5
04/15*5 106*5 11.1 6426.11 37*0
04/15*5 102.00 20.6 11382.79 66.96
04/17*5 100X8 10* 5805X6 34.62
04/18*5 96*6 10* 5347.60 31X6
04/15*5 06*6 8.3 4308*2 25*4
04/20*5 90X4 20* 9897*1 58.22
04*1/55 84*4 10* 4969*7 29*3
04/22*5 81*8 10* 4510.69 26.53
04*3*5 79*4 11.7 5023.65 29.55
04*4/95 109.19 8.6 5046.95 29.69
04/25*5 100X8 9.1 4953.33 29.14
04*6*5 86*7 4.6 2136*3 12*7
04*7/95 88*4 9.7 4636*7 27*9
04*8*5 96.36 0 * 4604X4 27.00
04*5*5 58X0 7.1 3789*0 22.29
04/30/95 94*5 9.1 4650*9 27*6
05*1/95 88.54 4X 2182.34 12.84
05*2*5 92.38 SX 2705*8 15*1
05*3/95 102.60 7X 4111.53 24.19
05*4*5 118*4 9X 6028*6 35X6
05/05/95 136*7 11.1 8205*1 48*7
05/06*5 150.84 17X 14180.07 83X1
05*7/95 194.11 19.1 20037.79 117*7
05*8*5 217X3 13.7 10077*1 94.57
05*9*5 225.72 12.0 14608*3 85.93
05/10*5 229*7 13.7 17004.72 100.03
05/11/95 266*2 25.1 34835*3 204*2
05/12*5 307*9 21.7 36050*8 212*6
05/13/95 336X8 13.7 24880X6 146*6
05/14*5 297.06 9.1 14843X3 86.14
05/15*5 271*8 8* 11709.55 68.88
05/16*5 256*2 8* 12277.10 72*2
05/17*5 261X1 1SX 23419.32 137.76
05/18/95 336X8 17.7 32139.53 189.00
05*9*5 407*2 14.0 30770.86 181.01
05*0*5 380.32 14* 29312*1 172X3
05*1/95 354.70 OX 18040*7 106.12
05*2*5 313X3 12* 21249*5 125.00
05*3*5 325.60 12.3 22258.32 178.00
05*4*5 342X6 7X 13723.51 80.73
05*5*5 330*8 8.0 14263*4 83*0
05*6*5 324.78 7.1 12506*4 73*7
05/27*5 302X3 8.6 13978.72 82*3
05*0*5 266X9 9.7 13955*8 82.09
05*9*5 256*2 9X 13066*4 76*6
05*0*5 281X1 8 * 13447*2 79.10
DATE DISC SED SED SEO CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBS/DAY
(MG/LI LBSWAY (SQ.MILEI
0501/95 336X8 11.1 20216.51 118*2
0601/95 367*2 9.7 19236.71 113.16
06/02/95 348*4 8.6 16109.* 94.76
060305 324.78 8.0 14013.38 82X3
060405 307*9 5.1 6535*3 50*1
0605/95 307*9 6.0 9963X2 58.61
060605 286*4 8 * 13692.77 80*5
0607/95 234*8 8.6 10828*5 63.70
060805 229*7 6 * 8508.56 50.05
060905 190X4 6.6 6748.14 39.69
06/10/95 183*8 8 * 8750.04 51.52
06/11/95 213*8 8 * 9540.70 56.12
06/1205 205X8 10* 12035.76 70*0
06/1305 190X4 5.7 5864*2 34*0
06M4WI 176*5 8 * 7884.84 46.38
06/1505 172*7 10.0 9329.04 54.88
06/1605 163.17 14* 13077.17 76*2
06/1705 156*0 7X 6287X4 36*8
06/1805 156*0 8 * 7497*4 44.10
06/1905 133*5 4 * 3097.09 18*2
0600/95 144*8 5.7 4464*7 26*6
0601/95 136*7 4.3 3159*2 18.59
060205 131.19 2 * 2023.63 11*0
060305 120*8 4 * 2610.04 15*5
060405 111X7 7.1 4292X5 25*5
060505 102.60 8.1 4504X2 26.50
060605 90X4 7.7 3760.84 22.12
0607/95 86.67 9X 4408*3 25*3
0608/95 83*4 4 * 2176,71 12*0
060905 79.54 4.3 1840X3 10*3
06/3005 76.17 0 3 119.14 0.70
07/0105 69.79 3.7 1396.52 8*1
07/0205 69.79 6.6 2473.09 14.55
07/0305 76.17 5X 2230.74 13.12
07/0405 72.92 4 * 1607*4 9*2
07/0505 68.27 5.7 2102.54 12.37
07/0605 62X7 6.0 2021.60 11.89
0707/95 65*2 6 * 2113.67 12X3
07/0805 59.73 6.6 2116.64 12X5
07/0905 55*2 7.1 2149.58 12*4
07/10/95 55.82 5X 1634.77 9.62
07/1105 55.82 5.7 1719.06 10.11
07/12/95 55*2 3.7 1116*4 6*7
07/1305 55*2 4 * 1463.16 6.61
07/14/95 58X0 4.6 1439*3 8X7
07/1505 54.57 3.7 1091.84 6X2
07/1605 49.79 4.0 1074.10 6.32
07/1705 47*4 4 * 1025*4 6.03
07/1805 44*2 5.1 1228.77 7*3
07/19/95 43.30 2 * 667.85 3*3
07/20/95 39.38 4 * 1032.36 6.07
07/21/95 36.65 4 * 848.11 4*9
07/22/95 35.78 5.7 1101*5 6X8
07/2305 35.78 3X 661.94 3*9
07/2405 33*7 4* 769.77 4.53
07/25/95 32X7 4.6 800.21 4.71
07/2605 31.68 5X 927.77 5X6
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DATE DISC SEO SEO SEO CONC
CFS CONC YIELD (LBSIOAY
(MOA.) LSSÆIAY (SQ.MILEI
07O7f»5 3247 2 * 500.79 2*5
Q7f2»»5 30*1 5.1 856.87 5*4
07f29fM 30*1 4 * 715.17 4*1
fl7/30m 30*1 5.1 856*7 5*4
07/31/9S 30*1 8.0 1333.65 7*5
0W01/9S 30*1 8.9 1477.02 8.69
0*02*5 30*1 12* 200048 11.77
0*03*5 30*1 134 2238*7 13.17
0*04*6 30.16 14* 2416*4 14*2
0*05*6 27.99 20* 3019*2 17.76
0*06*5 26.62 19* 2809.59 16.53
0*07*5 26.62 14.9 2133.39 12.55
0*0*95 2942 15.7 2492.56 14.66
0*0*95 2942 134 2130*1 12*3
0*10*5 2942 17.7 2809*8 16*3
0*11*5 28.70 15.7 2431*5 14*0
0*12*5 27*9 12.0 181141 10.66
0*13*5 28.70 13.7 2121*2 1248
0*14*5 27*9 12* 181141 10.66
0*15*5 27*0 12.6 1850*4 10.89
0*1*95 2942 10.3 1632.62 9.60
0*17*5 30.16 15.7 2555.09 15.03
0*1*95 30*1 14* 2477*6 14*7
0*19*5 25*6 19.1 267944 15.76
0*20*5 26.62 18.9 2707.65 15*3
0*21*5 25*1 14* 1988.71 11.70
0*22*5 24*5 154 2001.63 11.77
0*23*5 24.05 16.0 2075*7 12*1
0*24*5 24.05 22* 2891*3 17.01
0*25*5 24.05 16.6 2149*1 12.64
0*26*6 22.86 16.6 2042.15 12*1
0*27*5 21.70 12* 1505.19 8*5
0*2*95 21.16 2.0 228*9 1*4
0*29*5 21.15 1.1 130.01 0.76
0*30*5 21.15 4 * 489*6 2*8
0*31*5 21.15 18.0 2052*4 12*8
0*01*5 20*0 14* 1587*3 9*4
09*2*5 20.60 41* 4643*0 27*1
09*3*5 20*7 35* 3788.70 22*9
09*4*5 20.07 280 3030*6 17.83
0*05*5 20.07 78* 8474.79 49*5
0*06*5 21.15 26* 3030*2 17*2
0*07*5 20.60 26* 2921*1 17.18
0*0*95 25*6 174 2437*5 14.34
09*9*5 2942 14* 2311.69 13.60
0*10*5 30.16 17.1 2787,66 1640
0*11*5 33*7 12* 225547 13*7
0*12*5 30*1 16* 2810.67 16*3
0*13*5 28.70 166 256445 15.08
09*4*5 26*2 9.7 1394.03 8*0
0*15*5 25.96 6.0 839*5 4*4
0*16*5 25*1 7.7 1052*7 6.19
09*7*5 24.05 7.7 1000.17 5*8
0*18*5 24.05 2 4 315.23 1*5
09*9*5 24.05 8.6 1111.73 6.54
0*20*5 25*1 18* 2540.15 14*4
0*21*5 25*1 15* 2162.06 12.72
APPENDIX B
FIELD DATA FOR 160409 
LOWER MONITORING SITE
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r u 28112 891 198 06/10/60
16 8 6891 26 098 06»0/60
r u 10802 911 2-88 06fi0/60 _
ra __ _ 81991 _ 9:8 _ . 9 98 06/90/60
r u  _ 81112 911 888 06ÆO/60
£9 98911 0 9 198 06ÆO/60
o z i 8 9222 _ 901 168 06/10/60
r i 89181 0 8 _ 418 06/18ffi0_
t i  _ 02981 . 0 8  _ 848 06/08/80
19991 26 2 18 06*2/80
£•« 6816 09 108 06*2/80
r t 1918 8 9 918 06/12/80
va 8 8811 89 8 28 06*2*0
914 _ . _ 18201 99 098 06*2*0
S't 1198 99 998 06*2*0
09 9881 98 088 06*2*0
89 9 1801 9 9  _ 949 _06/22*Û_
ta . . .  _ 0 8911 89 699 06/12*0
zs_ 1-1291 89 919 06*2*0
l a 21091 99 189 06/61*44 _
« 6 8 9281_ . 8:0 _ 169 06/81/80
azt. 8 8082 98 609 06/11/80
9fii 8 1892 88 8:29 _ 06/9l*0_ _
ra . 6-266 94_ 119 06*1*0
9Z__ _ _ _ r9981 89 129 06*1*0
0 01- 19981 09 129 _ 06/Bl/8Û_ _
9-9 89111__ 819 _ 4 4 9 06*1/80
08 01991 89 T99 06/11*0
06 99991 89 999 46*1/BQ_ _
s r  _ 10881 94  _ 14 4 06/60*0
Z6 09691 89 299 06*0*0
ai 0 8881 99 099 06/10/80
6 8 8 0991 ra 819 46*0*0  _
69 9 9601 09 809 06*0/80
6 1 86991 ra 029 06*0/80
9 9 9 6611 0 9  _ 999 _06*0/8Û_
r o i _ _ _ 16991 0 9 919 06/20*0
9-8 6 9991 8 9 169 06/10/80
8 92 82969 8:91 020 06/18/10
8 9 99921 98 899 06*8/10
1 8 6-2091 r t 919 _ 06/62/10
89 6968 9% 169 06*2/10
2 11 28102 29 191 06/12/10
801 8 9202 _J 8 4 .2-81 __ 46*2/10. _
2 02 11818 94 928 06*2/10
299 862001 991 2 611 06*2/10
1891 _£-98962_. 842 8022 06^2/10.
9882 8 91199 2-62 1082 06Æ2/10
6901 161161 098 6101 06/12/10
6081 111292 ro9 t i l l 06*2/10
^611 _6 69022_ 0 98 . 9 811 _ 06*1/10
8121 198922 268 1901 06/81/10
9121 210982 2:68 1111 06/11/10
9 081 2-88888 _949 _ 06*1/10.
1191 891292 098 0-981 06*1/10
_6!Ê92 i-6188t_ _ 849 . . 1681 06*1/10
9-202 881918 4119 _ 0991 06*1/10
JZ I K  _ _ 9^88199 9-29 8191 06*1/14^
8862 999899 849 4  M l _ 06/11/10
6982 118989 r89 2191 06*1/10
1008 1192994 _ 9:19 1811 06/60/10
1912 9 80109 949 _ . 4M 1 06*0/10
1012 6 99669 2 69 8-881 06/10/10
1 288 688901 999 9161 06*0/10
_189t 4:90999 0 89 6902 06*0/10
9688 0 16129 4 2 9 9  022 _ 06*0/10
9 998 ri8099 999 1812 06/80/10
_Û9fâ _8-899991 829 1899 06/20/10
2 698 8 196891 4 0 0 4  989 06/10/10
98011 6911902 r09 8 929 06*8*0
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0616 6626081 2-19 2 999 0 6 * 1 * 0
9 8011 9 980902 099 2 901 06/11*0
46821 4882622 08 9 0881 06*1 * 0
19668 8 902681 8 891 6 118 06/91*4
40981 0118298 _ 021 9188 __ 06*1/90
9 9061 2989298 2 91 8-198 06*1 * 0
9 1902 2618188 42 8 2 898 0 6 * 1 * 0
6 9012 8 919688 4911 8 029 06/11*0
18661 9891698 9691 9 e 9 06*1/90
9 2981 6998892 0 011 _ 9819 0 6 * 0 * 0
9196 9 911911 ... _ 8-81 8609 0 6 * 0 * 0
48111 2-168902 926 2-919 _ _ 06U0/90
18992_ 9088069 4912 r% 9 . . . 06*0 * 0
9289 1291101 4901 _ 8181 0 6 * 0 * 0
1096 1216811 ... _ 9 8 9 4 6602 06/90*0
00802 .... 9-899918 8Z09 6-211 0 6 * 0 * 0
2 9089 0 982961 0 228 4  611 . .. 06*0*0
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90199 _ 06901611 48121 2 281 06/18*0
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2 0968 4626821 9169 1861 06/62*0
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— x m r  ' *” TO5g " SfeP ' — se n — "sepcoN c*"
" T P S  " "CONC Yield (LBWDmY
tM<S/L)' LBS/OAV (5C.MILEI
W/2BW 113.1 31 IsiB .i 10.4
o4/2't/93 I 13.1 4.5 5810.4 l4 .l
04/22/93 118.0 4.6 2545.8 15.8
~ ■ W /iSftJ 716.3 4:6 55166 13.6
'  iw /a/B 111.5 5.0 "' " 56664 16.3
W/2&93 108.3 4 3 2500.8 15.6
04/26/93 Ibe.b 3.7 5136.8 ll.fe
’ H72TO5' 103.7 6.5 "  "5484.8 16.8
(k /2 # 3 — —g j5 4.9 26o 5.3 ""T4T
04/29/93 102.5 u, -g Y 2636.2 16.5
W56R3 114.Y "8 .T 5191.7 " 172
' WW7B ----- 1 » ! 7.1 4945.5 26.7
15B.7 ” 94 ' "  "  6699.4 57.5
dWoi/ë3 172.9 " ' "11:4 10856.0 57:6
Oé/04/93 2Î2.B 34.0 58975.9 " "  "210.7
" ■' 523.5 " " a : r ' 9815216 -----  "185.9
' 08/M/B 555.6 '58 6 49126.4 2686
SM 7M 537.9 45.7 56689.7 " "501.2
562.6 2z.6 24589.5 1529
# 0 ^ 179.6 14.6 14468T '^ 7 7 8
06/16/93 I77.6 ■ “  16.9 —  55488 ” 653'
6SHTO5 ■ ■" r o .c "96.6 6.6 0.6
65/12/93 477:2" 78.0 0.0 0.0
o6/tj/ë3 ■■■ ~ 641 . r 15o.6 "■ "46136614 24410
w rs" 275.1 946456.5 6116.5
" {W16R3 690.7 479.7 1528256 2 8280.9
" 6S/i«Sji ■ "  531f ' "" 558:T 75275588 ■ "  '6661.8
oB/iY/B' 451.9 261.1 612561.4 53064
0R16R3 466.9 204.T 450555 3 2435.4
" 586.5 15o.6 ”  "2613688 —  " 13567
06/20/93 369.4 113,1 226596.6 .......  1215:4
oB ëi/B 546.6 ■47T 87702.7 474.1
06/2^/63 ■ "'292 .6 "■ l i J 71(7671 382.5
05/23^3 — K5.T 46.f ■" " 6497415' 297.2
oB/WW 272.61 42.9 ' 49726.9 2688
06/25)63 199.4 ■ '81 .r éTB sT 4/01
' SB7S67B ^265:51 "  129.7 "  "1465751 .......... "7B8"
■ 6B/27753 169.4 76.3 ""775371T " "4213
K liS m 162.2 ■ '42.5' --------41647T 224.6
oB/kAj ------ 754.1T 50.5 44470.2 240.4
06)30)93 VSS.T -  ■ar.T 31284.6 I69.I
" flS aS T 141.41 . „„ 22667.1 ...........1228
06/61/93 135.T 59.4 414671' ■ '“  "256.1
06/6k/W 1564" 59.f 27665.7 1498
5W5375T 113.1 46.5 24679.9 ■ 1318
0W 4/66 .....""156.8" " '24:8 155227 ■ "" " 74:7
06/66/66 5B./T 28.8 15767.1 "74T
-  66W67B 59.6' 27.f 15115.8 70T
"-6676775T ......... s r r 19.7 915671 ■ ■' "49.2'
"' 66MWB 794" 52.3 9546.8 51.6
0éW9/93 --------75T 6.̂ 26968 "  ' "148
06/10/93 77.5" 8.3 "57568 17.2
-66M 4/B ■" 68.(T — s : r 8514.6 44.9
66/12/SS 62.9' 16.4 5232.1 26.5
’ ’66773/^' " B6:6T 114 '5677.r 193
■ 66/14/55 -------- 56 :r " 72:9'̂ 3698.0 21.1
"6BnB/5T ■ 53.5 14.0 .........4059.8 2l-8
66716/B 47.f 12.5 3166.6 1711
06/17/63 ......... 47.8" " 12:6' 3083.1 16.7
66/18/65 ' 45.5" T.6^ 1964.1 108
" 66716/65 43.0 ' ' "8:71 2264.9 123
06/20/93 47.5 10.6 2571.1 "  1 2 8
"66751/65 43.8 7.4 1754.0 9.6
06/22/63 ■"4TT ” 78.9 26071 125
■ - js s m m ' 46.9 8.9 195Z7 158
” 66724/95 96.1" 8.8 17628" ' 95
06/25/63 3F.6 " T.'7" 1I 34.6 6.1
" "66726/B 36.2" " "  ' "4.6 892.0 4.8
66727/55 54.9 5.4 102214 5.6
BB7S79T 55.7 2.5 419.4 22
667297B 55.1 5.4 969.5 9.2
66756/95 ....... s r r 11.4 2040.1 11.0
’ B77ÜT/53’ -----  56.2 1.7 ■ 656.7" 3.5
"67762/95 92.6 ....... 2.5 ' 400.7 2.2
-67763/B" " 55:1 3.7 863.0 ” 3.1
67764/95 ..........55.7 4.6 " 550.5 4.5
"B776g7B" 54:9 5.0 1I 30.0 6:r
'PATE ' "P ise  ■ ' W SEP "SEPCPNC
"CPS doNb YIELU (LUS/UAY
(Wib/L) CBS7PRT (jP.i4ILÈ|
" 36.1 Z.0 39Q.2 i l
07/O7/93 51.2 '8 4 703 074
"07705793" ""' B.6" O.o "■ 1666.7 ■ 9:0
07/09/93 36.2 4.9 947.7 6.1
07/I0/93 36.8 "6.0 '"  11916 6.4
” '87/11/93 50.2 6.0 ” ' "1T70T 6.3
07/12/93 36.6 T.S ------ "5768 4.7
07/13/93 35.5 4.9 "' 851:1 6.0
" -,""'87/14/91 57.6 4.0 509:4
07/15/93 "" 57.6 3.4 692.9 5.7
07/16/93 36.1 4.3 "B08 "48
"07717791 39:r 3.7 "7 6 1 .1 4.1
02/18/95 40.9 4.9 1071:6 19
"' "07/19/93 41.6 r  81 1143.9 6.2
07/2o/s3 39.6 "TO" 661.9 4.6
07/21/93 43.6 4.9 11498 0.2
”  "07/afti 42.3 Y,i ' "  1929"9' 0:0
OY/23/95 42.5 TA 1696.1 0.2
07/24/93 41.6 ------14 769.0 4.2
8 7 /S /sl 41.6 ' "' 8:6 14758 08
”  87/26791 41.0 1O.0 2243.0 12.1
&rii'ri9i 43.0 ' 6.5 19215 .................104
07/28/93 '" 846 960.6 61
” ' 87/29/91 43.8 ' "" T6 1071T "  ^  08
07/30»3 41.6 0.2 1291T 6.9
07/31/93 41.6 6:4 1217.6 6.9
OB/01/93 "" 458 6.9 1611.0 8.2
06/02/93 36.8 11.1 2332.2 12.6
■ 89/03/91 38.1 " 7:4 1R78 ' ^ 8
08/04/93 38.5 ■ ' 9.6 1779.4 ' 9 8
0570R91 ""358 8.0 1974.4 971
OO/06/9I 40.2 '5T 1175.8 9.4
08/02/03 ' 515 "■ "  " I f 1947T 10.O
08/08/93 40:2 ift.O 2196.8 11.7
"  TO7fl5791 38.1 1O.1 5HT.6' "188
' O8/1O/93 568 """ 5T 1759,9 9.6
06/11/95 36.2 9.1 — 1TO8 9 8
06/12/93 -----363' 10.0 1 B ÎT 1O.0
'" "067137B" 36.6 7.1 1509.5 74
06/14/91 34.9 3.5 056.6 ' 3.8
05715791 ■■■ «'.9 6.0 1130.0 0.1
06)1 @91 3O.2 ' " ' 57 II I6 .O 6.8
00/17/03 36.1 t z 1176.1 6.4
08/i 6/93 3l8 13 1248.5 6.7
08/19/93 30.2 7.1 1606.2 O.T
05/20791 ------ 34T 16 '" ” 137.1 ' 6 .7
06/21791 ""' 55T 9A 1695.1 9.1
067B791 34.9 6.9 lSI.4" '' 7.0'
08/23/93 '" 31.7 ”  57 1659 6 0.6
%W%3 33.1 6.8 ” ' 1175.T 0.5
W/26795 32.6 18 179.5 0.9
08/20/93 3I .9 " " 'IT 14975 O.T
0807)03 " " 52:6 16.O' 2OOO.2 10.2
06)29/53 31.9 108 1721,0 9.3
' 09/25795 3I .9 14.8 2645.1 "43.1
097307B̂ 34.9 " ' 9 8 " 1614.5 8.7
R /3I/O3I ^  341 O.0 1490.1 98
O9/0I/93 35.1 " 108 1 ^ .1 ” ' "" "8 .8
09/02/93 52.6 1O8 ' "17611 9.8
09/05/93̂ "331 4.9 ' 967.1 4.7
09/04/93 35.1 00 1420.1 7.T
09/06/93 "' 31T Oo 1053.1 5.8
09/06/95 3f.4 --------178 --------3 ^ 1 10.9
09/07/93 3O.8 ■ " T7 "" "1275.f 6.9
09/09795 50.0 9.5 1649.1 94
09/09/95' 3O.2 0.7 1413.1 7,6
09/10793" 501 o r 1097.1' 8 .1
" 85/ff/95 29.7 0.7 " ""4087.41 6.9
" 097Î27B" ------ 217" — 68 OOo.O 4.5
09/13/95" ■ '29:1' " " " 6.0 " ' "  798.1 4.2
" 0571'4753' ~308 9 8 1383.8 7.6
09/16795 ■ 5 f 9 6.̂ '1090.1 8.9
09/16/95 51.4 13.0 2199.4 11.9
00/17)93 3I .4 " 65 901.9 4.1
o@10/93 -----314 68 040.1 4.6
09/10/95 5o.ô 3 8 008.9 8 .1
09/20793' 30.2 ' 4.3 706.6 3.9
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106.9 i9.y 7 ^ . f ■42.T
'W 2S/W loTë 45.9 6196.4 33.6
" w ssm ' 1067 25.5 "458WT ' "99.T
05/27/94 " '  "95.8 25.6 io 9 5 iT 67.6
"W 5W T 97.4 48.9 9945.7 95.9
■ TWWWI 95.6 4T4 9666.9 1 8 7
"WTOW W.i l4.4 94?9.f 29.9
102.4 ' 44.5 ■ 7855.r 42.7
05/bl/9^ 106.7 14.9 8671.5 45%
■ " w m r 67.4 8.4 4969.4 26.8
-W W W ■ T w r 42:9 ■ 9827T " ■ 39.F
W W W " W 3 23.1 ■“ ■"44792.1 63%
W W W ‘ ... 9T.H 4T3' 9948.9 30.4
W W W 65T 42.9 6978".<r 32.3
■— W W W ' 95:8 9.5 5749.4" Z0.2
W W W 82.4 16.6 4894.6 "59.r
06AWW ■ 857 9.7 4589.f 23.7
WiWW W .? 6.9 5559.3" 46.8
W fTW 84.0 44.4 l i s r r 29.5
W fSIW "7 9 7 8.5 5435 F 48%
■ W T3W ■ 7 « 44T 4899.5' "■25T
"  WW7W .....  ~ 8S T 9T4 3255.6" 47.9
W fR W 98.4 "  ' 5 T 3399:4 l ë . f
......W iW f "  -5 2 T 8:9 ■»76:2" 16.1
W TTW "9 2 7 455 3466.6 ' 18.7
W ffl/W '■' 9 f2 8.4 ' "79963 6.1
DATE -D ISC - "  %E0" ' — SED----- SBU CUNC
cpy CÜMÜ ViëLo (Lt)5/UAT
|MD/L| LUS/DAY
■ 'WTWW ' 80.4 90
06/26/94 r '48:2' ......."3.4 816.8 4.4
W24/W 47.3 8.5 1951.9 8*
56/22/94 49% " """ 3.5 ' "■ 1978.1 ' 8.8
06/23/94 49.6 4.9 1199.1 8.9
TfS/SVSi 43.1 5.7 r ' 1328% 7.2
06/25/94 ■ '44.7 " "  3.4 1510.6 7.1
■59WW 46.1 6.4 1281.9 6.8
56/27/94 41.9 %8 ----- 1021:9 9.5
06/28/94 42.3 6.6 ■ 1497.6 6.1
WW9T 41.5 6.9 1534.0 8.3
"" 59aww " 45.7 T9' "1068:2 9.6
67/61/94 42.6 4.9 fio7.6 6.0
57/62N 69.9 4.1 890.9 48
57/63/94 59.8 3.4 758.1 " " "40
■ 57/54/W '407 5.i 668.8 *7
'577583W 45.7 "  "  33 " " ■ 15523 ............ 5.4
■ 57W94 41.5 5.4 767.0 4.1
57/67/94 699 2.6 995.5 3.0
07/58)94 "  351 3.9 144675 778
07/09/94 38.9 91 1156.1 6.5
57/40/9/ 36.4 4.9 I006.2 " ■ ■■ 9:4
07/11/94 36.4 "  57 768.1 47
07/12/94 36.9 3.7 " ""^8% 4.5
57/15/W 3476 —  3:1 "" 589.3 *72
57/14/64 34.-1 3.1 " " " 5W.3 3.1
■■ 57/49/9f 35.9 ...... 9 7 i530.9 5.6
57/49/W 32.8 3:5 1112.6 6.0
"577T7Rr "WF 7.1 ■77W.% '6.4
57/18/94 2*7 .......  98 ■" "1«1:3 6.7
57/4 STOl 2*1 4.3 872.7 3.6
57507W 28.6 '5T 789.7 4.3
57/24/94 29.1 5.4 -------R7.% 2.9
07/22/94 2V.3 4.6 674.0 375
57/a/W 268 "" 8% *08.7 4.9
57/24/94 28.6 8.9 1280.0 6.3
"57729794" "  292 —  5T “ 1374.2 7:4
57/28/94 26.2 ■ " 153 1466.2 —7%
577277W 26.8 8.5 9M.7 4.3
"  57728794" "■ 59T 3T 1*74.2 7.4
■ 57/29R4" " "' 29.7 9:1 " "7T2'.S" ■ 53
57/35/W" ■ 27.9 36 5 *
07/31/94 26.8 8% « i : r 5.4
«754794' 28.2 6.9 970.8 " ■ ""  9 7
66/02/94 29.7 —11% 1964.4 8.8"
587037W ' " 29 . 7 6.3 ""■ ffTT.9" 4.7
«704R4 26.7 37 791.9 4 .*
o6/o9/W 29T 15.9 ■'1659.4 8.T
i}émëJ9* 28:2 ------ 11% 1617.6 8.7
«/57R41 ...26.2 l2.6 1696.2 9.7
'  «/5S/W 26.8 i 2.3 ■ 1779.5" ■ " " 9%
■ W59793 2676 i39 1569.6 8.9
'38740754"' 26.2 6.7 8«.1 4.4
W4 47W" 26.2 10 3 ■ 1488.5" 7.9"
08/12/94 ""29:2 ""7T 9693 6.2
W4354" 26.6 " " 57 1238.6 s.T
68/44/W -----23% "25% ' " 29T4.7" 15 *
55/49%4 ■ ""241 18% 2149.4 I 1.8
08/16/64 24.1 ' 7.1" 9»,7 5.6
08/47/W 24.1 19% 2669.1 10.9"
o8/46%4 "■ "IW l 3 3 781.5 4.2
06/19/94 ' 24.7 -  5% 385.* 2.1
08/20/94 24:i 80 " ' "  a i .% 4.2
08/24/W 23.6 71" 916.4 4.9"
5S/227W ■ 2576 ■ 771 "' "  '9T5 4 ■ "* 3 T
"' 5S^aw l a i " 8% 820.2 4.4“
55/247W 2i7 4.9 "  " «4 .9 3.1
" " 557297W "~2JT —3 % 789% 4.7
58729R4 23T 5.4 677.9 57
08/27/64 ......25:4 ' 93 8^.9 3.7
08/28/W 22.7 6.5 768.9 4.7
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' 5R55R4 -----25T ----- 4:5- "■■ ■ 924.4 2.8
08/31/94 "  293 6.4 7*7.2 4.5
09W1/94 26.8 57 " "955 % 2:7
09/02/W ----- 2BT ^ 4.3 ■ 9W.7 5.T
09/03/94 ■ 24.7 3.7 — 4«.S" 277
86
-  u iw ; "• SELT* ------- S 0 T — SbOCONV
UP3 UUNC KCBSÏDAT
PWCfL) LBS/DAV (8U.RIILB)
" T isn iiss "  78.8 4.6 ■ 1 9 4 1 .2 <6.8
“ w ra w s \ i i . l T 4 5763.1 31.3
0i/Z 3»» 7S.4 4.3 1744.0 9.4
75.4 4.9 1678.5 <6.7
-M 7 2 W 8 7Ô.B 6.6 2282.8 <5.4
03/26^96 "  87.6 4 6 1653.0 6.6
’ ” 5® 27«6 «.H ^  874 <547.5 <6.0
80.3 5.9 2880.8
... -  ... jg  g
0^)29/65 67.6 ■ 4.3 1332.6 7.2
' Ù3/WMT “  -  87.6 4.0 ^  ” 8 :7
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W o z/% "  ■■' 85.6 4.0 1271.4 6.9
o i n z f ^ 78.4 5.7 1508.2 5.2
W /ë4Aÿ 97:5 "9 7 ' ^7 8 6 .4  ̂ "  9.8
o4/05/te 108.5 ■ "■ ' 8.7 5342.6 " < 8 1
44Jfié(K 98.8 i i .o 6188.9 34.8
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W7%/W ~  ~ i5 5 .7 <7 ■■ "" < 268.r 811
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04/1 (V95 ^ iS .'o ■■■ "  <96 6656.8 ............... 8 1 5
0 4 /1 1 /k - ,  j 16.6 <Tra7U^ 62.2
' -W 7 !M 5 ■I16.8 <90 6552.2 5<.y
o4/13/^5 i i H 18.0 ■ ■ 6i85.< 46.5
" " u m im --------4 <8.8 i3 :6 7475.6 4 6 J
0471M 8 116.5 i3 .o ■ ■■ 8696.6 4T.8
' (W iW B « 8 .5 11.0 ■ ■ % 74:6 38.6
" W 717/R < (^ 5 <58 <66383 56.9
04/18/95 104.1 ■ " '2 f 0 ------- « 7 5 9 8 ...............64.7
"T M 715/» ' “ T H T 19.0 <0664.0 578
'W 7M /S5 97.7 26.6 13697,1 74:6
0 4 /2 1 /k ■ ■ 97.6 296 ......... . <58474 "  74%
" ù iW S S ' 87.8 '~ V T b ' <2782.5 66.1
04Ü3/M 6 8 6 38.6 16215.4 82.7
0 4 /2 4 /^ ■ «7.6 64.0 ■ "  " # r6 8 .4 220.0
" ■■ Ô iS S /K < b8T --------4 7 8 27505.8 ■ ■■ 1 4 8 :7
04/2S/55 96.8 49 2 2 0 2 ^ .6 <66.7
04/27/95 “ 968" ' 47:7 " " 246696 <43%
'W 72W B' 10Ï71 --------7 7 T 43295.9 234%
04 /29/^6 <66.3 ■ 494 2 4 9 K 8 <54.5
' TW3W5F <6<6 61.4 ■■ 55763X ^  ' 1 3 2 T
05/ü'i/éS "98.6" ■■ " 6 9 9 568677 <94.5
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- W R W 126.0 ■4T."< 28406.6 ■ <85:8
05 /W /d r T47T "  <4.6 « 8 9 9 T 518
W 6W B is l.6 <6.6 <46596 75.0
Ô5/67/M 2 0 6 6 i 4 8 <8529.2 85.6
' 'W tS S I ^ 234.8 i3 .6 l8<65.< 82.2
W .6 11.0 14462.5 ’ 75.2
' W ib /* 248.4 ■■ "  9 9 12056.9 '— 5 8 T
— 58m ffiT "  T 7 7 T 7 7 « 8 3 9 9 52%
— W TO 5T 333.8 ■ "< 6 8 297l6.9 ' "<56%
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-  'T JS /T W "5368 K 7 44458.9 240.5
M f lw r 293.1 "  2T T 35578.5 "■<53:<
nw /T O W ”3778 30.9 45ib5.6 ^  ■ ”549%
W 7 / ^ 3036 "■■ " 2 2 8 36995.8 "566%
w \ m 6 ------ 5B 5T 6 4 8 < 6 7R 5T 8 5 f2
û é i i ^ 449.7 38.3 6689<0 ...............46<5
05/^20/^ " ' "47 6 T 38.6 84183.1 458%
'û W i/S T 383.< 151 5T 28f8 <56.<
"T R S JB S r ------ 9 39T 19.4 35473.6 1 6 < T
■ ■ flW W ......... 9 9 18.6 2.9 %%
05/24/«r 386.6 " < 5 T "  27548% ■ ■<47.8
"8B71T < 5T 28462.8 138.B
5 8 9 9 9-< <729r< """ '9 5 %
"D M 7W 52 6 8 13.7 " ■" 24<8< 7 130.8
0 W 8 W 287 jj " « T <7292.2 93%
W 3 5 « r 3778 10.6 i88<5.3 85.6
“ OWSMW 303.6 <37 " " 224794 <2l 8
W 34/W “ 8 R T <68 2<285.0 <16.<
— DSTinTsr 3668 36.6 ■■ " 4 2 7 5 2 7 "■ ■“ "231.3
— W 5 5 W 5 76T 2 0 .8 -  " 4 < T 8 0 226.7
W A W F "3868 18.6 36879.5 192.9
W W HW 362.8 "" "■ <7% 3<255.2 <69.6
w w w r 3328 K /T 19978.7 108.0
UAfk— "PtBC" SED — SEO-----
' TPS — «E L IT '" rTCBS/WCT""!
TT.T 23851.4 129.9
"  05/67W 283.6 " 14.6 %M79.f 166.6
06/08/95 "2W 4 6.4 <264i .6 "  " " 55 3
TW6W8 268.7 " '  <15 '"<3513:7 '784
06/10/95 " <97% 24.1 "  "24763% 143.6
"■ "65H</98 '246.8 114 14206.8 " ' —  75%'
06/12/95 2T .6' 115 <8548% ■ "■ "" 8T.3'
TJ5H5Î95" "268.7 6.3 9196.0 .........  49.7
"" %8/<4)68̂ <90.8 10.6 166877 85.7
■ 65yf8/9S 186.8 — 9T 9783.2 62.9
■5B<®98" — <78.1 5.6 ■ "%8<9.6 —  58%
■5«y<7768" 156.5 11 < 10161,1 86.0
66/15/98 156.5 80 73114 49.5
06/<9/98 ""144% ■ « T 9130.1 494
05/26/98 155.6 6.1 77<6.6 41.7
"  ■05/2TW "14T8 91 "7276.7 "39.%
65/22/98 14<7 5.9 6770.5 45.6
65/25/68 " "T35T -------<6% 7281.5 462
— 6B/54W 126.4 " ' "  %<■ 3437.4" " "' "18%
'65/28/98 116.8 5.1 3071.9 " 15.5
65/25/98 ■ 67.7 3.1 1584.2 6.9
■■68/57/Sr 95% 8% "5ÔH3' " "  <5%
d6/^/98 ■ 5%7 6% 3042.6 "<%4
05/26/95 58.6 4.9 2281.8 <2.2
"" 65/36/9% 82% ■%T "2533:4 <3.7
67/01/98 ■ "78:4 " '  8% 2267.8 11.9
67/62/6% -----7%4 "■ "■ 83 22/S78' «%"
07/03/99 823 4.6 ■ 2627.5 « .6
07/o4/95 78.8 ■ 5% 2760.7 ' <%:<
■ 67/68/9% ■ "7 3 7 5.6 2728.1 14.7
67/05/68 " 5TB "  ■ " 4.9 <7ct:% 9.6
67/07/95 76.5 4.6 1846.0 10.0
67/05/98 64.5 41 ' "1446:8 ■ ■ ■ T6
67/66/9% '■ "86% "  ■ 5% '<«8.5 5.0
67/16/98 66.3 3.1 <o2i 0 88
"67/«ra% 56.3 4.% <4R:% 8.0
■ 67/l5»sr ----- 86% 33 "" <«%.3 6.6
07/15/68' 86.4 2.5 845.6 4.5
677<475% 64.1 ”  5% " 2 ^ 7 12.6
"■ 67/18/9% 86.6 5.1 " ' 18337 8.8
67/i@98 84.5 4.9 <4664 7%
67/17/68' ■ 81% 3.T <627:3 8.5
07/18/95 47.9 3.7 ------- 5878‘ 5.2
' 67/16/68 "■ 48% 3.1 76<.6 4.3
67/2W68" 42.8 31 ’ 726:4 ' ■ ^  ' 3:6
"675< ^' 36.8 5.7 1216.1 5.6
"" 6TO2/58' 36.5 6.3 1311.0 7.1
" ■ 67/23/98' 36.5 y.< "  T4551 8.6
67/24)98 ^46% 6.6 <274.2 5.9
"67/28^' 4%1 4.T 811.3 4.4
67/26/68 34.2 ■ 81 """ "%49.8 8.1
67/27/98 381 3.4 5Æ.5 3.5
67/25/68 ■' ""33% 4.6 ■ ■ ■ 8H.8 4 4
' 07/29/68' 33.4 6T ■ « 3 2 .8 ■'■ 81
"■ 67/56S81 ------ 35% 8.6 "  <89%2 5.5
67A</68 6.7 <748.2 6.4
65/61/58 434 lo .r 1852.6 16.0




08/04/95 32.6 5.1 662.9 4.6
<W68/65 "461 5.5 <67<1 8.5
65/65/98] ■ "25:7 "■ "5 .% 1063.7 è.7
08/07/95 "2 8 T 6.5 1/J63.7 6.7
/m/08/68  ̂ 4l.5 ""■ 1 1 .% 1956.6 ■ " i5 .6
65/06/651 41.8 5% 15779 6.6
08/io n s '"5 1 % 5.7 678.4
■■ 6B/«768] ■ 31.6 "  <6.% "■ T81%2' 6.8
08/12/65 30.2 " IT T <5534 <61
08/13/95 %i% 12.0 2005.7 <6:5
'■■ 68/14/68 30.2 "■ "12:% 2004.6 <0.5
65/18)68 ----- 29% 16% 17287 6.3
"■ "687<8/58" ■ "31% " 8 .7 " ■978.4 8.3
08/17/95 "32% T6.3” <8078 9.5
05/18/68 ■"33.4 7.1 <288.8 5:9
65/16/68 28.0 9.7 <465.1 ■7%
05/26/65 287 '  22.6 ■ ■3844% <9%
■ 65/21/58 ■ "27.T <6.5 2432.3 l4.i
APPENDIX C 





-----------------  RIFFLE ÀRMOR STABILITY INDEX ------
Fores'!: or Distric-o or
Area Identifier: 16 Unit Identifier
Stream Name..... : NINEMILE CREEK
WRC Code......... 1170102042001
Reach............:B MOUTH STA. RASI Number. .
Rosgen Channel Type; C4 Geology......
Survey Date......... : 10/02/95 Surveyor 1...
Surveyor 2. . . 
Surveyor 3 . ..
------------------ WOLMAN PEBBLE COUNT RESULTS -------
R.GOULD 
J .CASSELLI
Size Range Pebble Count —
(mm) Total %Total %In Class Particle
0 - 2 19 9.31 9.31 Sand
2 - 4 17 17.65 8.33 V Fine Gravel
4 - 3 22 28.43 10.73 Fine Gravel
8 - 1 6 43 49.51 21.08 Med Gravel
16 - 32 57 77.45 27.94 Coarse Gravel
32 - 64 43 98.53 21.08 V Coarse Gravel
64 - 128 3 100.00 1.47 Small Cobble
128 - 256 100.00 0.00 Large Cobble
256 - 512 100.00 0.00 Small Boulder
512 - 1024 100.00 0.00 Med Boulder
1024 - 2048 100.00 0 .00 Large Boulder
2048 - 4096 100.00 0.00 V Lrge Boulder
204 100.00 Percent
COUNT RES
Sample Diameter Sample Diameter Sample Diameter
Number (mm) Number (mm) Number (mm)
1 36 11 37 21 42
2 39 12 27 22 31
3 46 13 32 23 26
4 40 14 39 24 31
5 32 15 28 25 49
6 29 16 31 26 26
7 33 17 30 27 37
3 27 18 33 28 41
9 34 19 29 29 24
10 46 20 29 30 34
GEOMETRIC MEAN GRAIN SIZE. : 33 mm
RASI INDEX BASED ON 30 COUNT, 79 . 3
89
RIFFL2 ARMOR STABILITY INDEX
Forest or
Area Identifier: 16
Stream Name..... : NINEMILE CREEK
WRC Code.........:170102042001
Reach............ :A USGS STA.











WOLMAN PEBBLE COUNT RESULTS
Size Range — Pebble Count —
(mm) Total %Total %In Class Particle
0 - 2 9 4.25 4.25 Sand
2 - 4 9 8.49 4.25 V Fine Gravel
4 - 3 9 12.74 4.25 Fine Gravel
3 — 16 33 23.30 15.57 Med Gravel
16 - 32 54 53 .77 25.47 Coarse Gravel
32 - 64 74 33.63 34.91 V Coarse Gravel
64 - 123 13 97.17 3.49 Small Cobble
128 - 256 6 100.00 2.33 Large Cobble
256 - 512 100.00 0.00 Small Boulder
512 - 1024 100.00 0 .00 Med Boulder
1024 - 2043 100.00 0.00 Large Boulder
2043 - 4096 100 .00 0.00 V Lrge Boulder
212 100.00 Percent
Sample Diameter Sample Diameter Sample Diameter
Number (mm) Number (mm) Number (mm)
1 44 11 52 21 37
2 62 12 51 22 60
3 41 13 37 23 49
4 25 14 32 24 65
5 38 15 37 25 61
6 26 16 38 26 33
7 24 17 26 27 34
3 27 13 24 23 30
9 40 19 40 29 33
10 50 20 40 30 24
GEOMETRIC MEAN GRAIN SIZE. 38 mm
RASI INDEX BASED 'ON 30 COUNT...... : 62.4 %
90
—  RIFFLZ ARMOR STABILITY INDEX ----
Forest or
Area Identifier: 16.
Stream Name..... :9mile creek
WRC Code.........:1701020420
Reach............ :usgs above station











WOLMAN PÎIBBLE COUNT RESULTS
Size Range Pebble Count —
(mm) Total %Total %In Class Particle
0 - 2 6 5.04 5.04 Sand
2 - 4 1 5.88 0.34 V Fine Gravel
4 - 8 2 7.56 1.68 Fine Gravel
8 — 16 4 10.92 3.36 Med Gravel
16 - 32 24 31.09 20.17 Coarse Gravel
32 - 64 47 70.59 39.50 V Coarse Gravel
64 - 123 30 95.80 25.21 Small Cobble
128 - 256 5 100.00 4.20 Large Cobble
256 - 512 100.00 0.00 Small Boulder
512 - 1024 100.00 0.00 Med Boulder
1024 - 2048 100.00 0.00 Large Boulder
2048 - 4096 100.00 0 .00 V Lrge Boulder
119 100 .00 Percent
Sample Diameter Sample Diameter Sample Dicuneter
Number (mm) Number (mm) Number (mm)
1 77 11 80 21 90
2 68 12 96 22 56
3 85 13 75 23 72
4 123 14 70 24 73
5 92 15 56 25 73
6 90 16 75 26 80
7 43 17 75 27 68
3 81 18 74 28 57
9 65 19 77 29 70
10 40 20 100 30 75
GEOMETRIC MEAN GRAIN SIZE. : 73 mm
RASI INDEX BASED (ON 30 COUNT...... : 75.9 %
91
R lrT L Z  ÀHMCR STABXLTrY INDEX
Fcrssc cr
Area Identifier: IS.
Stream Name :NINEMILE CREEK
WRC Code........ :170102Q420
React............; ABOVE X-SEC § MCCT











WOLMAN PEBBLE COUNT RESULTS -----  ----------- —
Size Range Pebble Count —
(tm) Total %Total %In Class Particle
0 - 2 15 14.42 14.42 Sand
2 - 4 21 34.62 20.19 V Fine Gravel
4 - 3 23 56.73 22.12 Fine Gravel
8 - 1 6 27 32.69 25.96 Med Gravel
16 - 32 15 97.12 14.42 Coarse Gravel
32 - 64 2 99.04 1.92 V Coarse Gravel
64 - 123 1 100.00 0.96 Small Cobble
128 - 256 100.00 0.00 Large Cobble
256 - 512 100.00 0.00 Small Boulder
512 - 1024 100.00 0.00 Med Boulder
1024 - 2048 100.00 0.00 Large Boulder
2048 - 4096 100.00 0 .00 V Lrge Boulder
104 100.00 Percent
Samele Diameter Sample Diameter Sample Diameter
Number (mm) Number (mm) Number (mm)
1 21 11 25 21 30
2 30 12 26 22 26
3 31 13 31 23 24
4 40 14 30 24 23
5 31 15 25 25 27
6 35 16 25 26 23
7 29 17 30 27 25
8 25 13 26 28 20
9 21 19 25 29 25
10 40 20 31 30 26
GEOMETRIC MEAN GRAIN SIZE. ......................: 27 TTTTTI
RASI INDEX BASED ON 30 COUNT...... : 94 . 3 %
